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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Environmental Impact Statement has been prepared in support of a Development Application
to Wyong Shire Council, which seeks consent for a residential subdivision of the land known as lot
72 OP 592766, and lot 6 Section 4 DP3368. As a result of site works on lot 6 the land falls within
the definition of an extractive industry under Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979.
The proposed development is within an identified Urban Release Area adjoining an existing quarry.
The natural landform of the locality has been substantially altered as a consequence of the
adjoining quarrying operations. It is proposed to extract 93000 cubic metres of fill material from the
development site, and to reuse approximately 25000 cubic metres of this material to rehabilitate the
landform. The EIS anticipates approximately 68000 cubic metres of the extracted material will be
transported from the site.

I

The adjoining quarry has Council approval to operate on lots 4 and 5 Section 4 OP 3368, lot 361
DP 620853 and lot 2 OP 449738 Gavenlock and McPhersons Road Wyong. A consent was issued
on 24 May 1990 permitting the extension to the extractive industry and crushing works. Condition
19 of Consent No. 276/90 requires completion of quarrying works within 5 years, and the site to be
rehabilitated in accordance with plans approved by Council in conjunction with the Development
Application. Wyong Council, in anticipation of the likely need for site works on the subject land to
achieve integration of the landform, amended Wyong Local Environmental Plan 1991 to permit an
extractive industry on lot 6 Section 4 OP 3368. If the current proposal proceeds it will be necessary
to modify the previously approved rehabilitation plan as it will be possible to achieve a smoother
transition between the two sites. This matter would be dealt with in a separate Development
Application to Council, to modify the existing consent for quarrying on Lots 4 and 5.

I

The site is predominantly cleared of vegetation, having been previously used as grazing land. A
residence and a number of sheds, exist on the site. Two dams also remain on the land. It is
anticipated that the largest of these will act as a sediment pond during extraction.

I

The proposal is located approximately 2 kilometres south of Wyong, New South Wales (see site
context sketch attached as Figure 1).

I

The purpose of the proposal is to re-contour the site in order to facilitate the residential
development of the land. At the same time, it will provide additional surplus extractive material at an
economical rate to the construction industry.

I

I
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This Environmental Impact Statement describes in detail the proposal and its operation, the
existing environment, the potential impact of the proposal on the environment and measures to be
taken to mitigate such potential impacts. Environmental safeguards are also identified for
incorporation in operations. Alternatives to the current proposal are also considered.
The proposal is to:
a

I
o

I
o

I

I

Rehabilitate disturbed natural Iandforms.
Restore the scenic quality of the locality.
Facilitate Residential Development.
Win up to 93000 cubic metres of extractive material.
Recontour the site using approximately 25000 cubic metres of the extracted material.
Provide quality roadbase, aggregate and fill material to the road construction and building
industries economically.
Transport approximately 68000 cubic metres of the won material from the site.

It is assumed for the purposes of this EIS that the proposed operation will take a minimum of 13
weeks. A more likely outcome will be that the extraction and recontouring will take approximately 18
months. In either event, the activity is considered short term.
The site will be rehabilitated upon completion of the extractive industry and will be capable of
supporting residential development.

I
I
U
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All work will comply with the requirements of:
0

I
I
I

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The potential Environmental Impacts of this proposal indude:
o
o

I
I
I

o
o

Improved visual amenity.
Noise and dust impact on adjacent landowners during extraction, loading and
transportation.
Water pollution.
Increased volumes of heavy vehides on local roads.

The Environmental Impact Statement concludes that the proposal has merit because:
o
o
o
o
o

I

Wyong Shire Council
The Environmental Protection Authority
The Department of Mineral Resources
The Department of Water Resources
The Department of Conservation and Land Management
The Heritage Council of NSW
The Public Works Department
The National Parks and Wildlife Service

o

Noise and dust from the site can be controlled to an acceptable level.
Heavy vehicle movements will be confined to identified haul routes.
Water quality can be controlled to an acceptable level.
The proposal will have significant benefits in terms of restoring the visual amenity of the
locality.
The proposal will facilitate residential development of the land in accordance with Councils
identified Urban Development Program.
Surplus material will be available to supply the needs of the local construction industry.
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.1.0
1.1

I

I

INTRODUCTION
Objectives and characteristics of the proposal

The proposal is to obtain 93000 cubic metres of fill material from the site known as Lot 6 section 4
DP3368 and to reuse approximatelY 25000 cubic metres of the won material to rehabilitate the
natural landform on site to integrate with the land adjoining which has been disturbed by quarrying
activity. This recontouring of the site will facilitate the future residential development of the land. It is
anticipated that up to 68000 cubic metres of the surplus material may be transported from the site
to provide quality roadbase, aggregate and fill material to the road construction and building
industries.

I
I

I

I

1.2

Previous Approvals

The adjoining quarry has Council approval to operate on lots 4 and 5 Section 4 DP 3368, lot 361
DP 620853 and lot 2 DP 449738 Gavenlock and McPhersonS Road Wyong. A consent was issued
on 24 May 1990 permitting the extension to the extractive industry and crushing works. Condition
19 of Consent No. 276/90 requires completion of quarrying works within 5 years, and the site to be
rehabilitated in accordance with plans approved by council in conjunction with the Development
Application. Wyong Council, in anticipation of the likely need for site works on the subject land to
achieve integration of the landform, amended Wyong Local Environmental Plan 1991 to permit an
extractive industry on lot 6 Section 4 OP 3368. If the current proposal proceeds it will be necessary
to modify the previously approved rehabilitation plan as it will be possible to achieve a smoother
transition between the two sites. This matter would be dealt with in a separate Development
Application to Council.
1.3

The Locality

I

The site is located approximately two kilometres south of Wyong, New South Wales within the
Local Government area of Wyong Shire, (see site context sketch attached as figure 1). The site is
within an identified Urban Release area adjoining an existing quarry. The natural landform of the
locality has been substantially altered as a consequence of the adjoining quarrying operations.

I

The site is bounded by Gavenlock Road to the east, a residential subdivision to the west, future
residential land to the south and Scaddens quarry to the north.

I

1.4

Legislative Requirements and Approvals Required

I

The proposal requires development consent under Part IV of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979. Extractive Industries are designated developments under the provisions of
Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 1980 and require the
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement.

I

The Director of the Department of Planning has been requested to provide requirements for the
Extractive Industry EIS (see Appendix 1). Advice regarding the requirements of other relevant
statutory authorities has also been sought.

I

1.5

The following statutory authorities have been consulted in the preparation of this EIS:
o

I
0

I

0
0

I

I

Statutory Authorities Consultation

The Department of Planning
Pacific Power
Roads and Traffic Authority
Public Works Department
Department of Conservation and Land Management
The Environmental Protection Authority
Civil Aviation Authority

Woodbury Park Estates EIS Gavenlock Rd
Andrews.NeEl
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o

I

I

Wyong Shire Council has also been contacted with regard to their requirements.
The following summarises the comments received, a complete copy of the correspondence
received during the consultation process is attached at Appendix 1.
1.5.1

I
I

I

I

I

Department of Mineral Resources
National Parks and Wildlife Service
Water Resources Commission

Department of Planning

The Department of Planning has advised in summary as follows with regard to the Director's
requirements:
/f development consent is required for the proposal and it is a designated development
within the meaning of schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation, 1994, an EIS must accompany the development application to Wyong Shire
Council. The EIS must be prepared in accordance with clause 51 of the Regulation (see
Attachment No. 1) and bear a certificate required by clause 50 of the regulation.
In addition, pursuant to clause 52 of the Regulation, the Director requires that the attached
practice guidelines be considered in the preparation of the EIS. These are a guide to the
type of information most likely to be relevant to the development you propose; not all of the
matters raised therein may be appropriate for consideration in the EIS for your proposal;
equally, the guide is not exhaustive.
In preparing your EIS you should approach Wyong Council and take into account any
comments council considers may apply to its determination of the proposal.

I

Comment

I

This EIS has been prepared in accordance with the Regulations and best practice notes as
required by the Director. Wyong Shire Council's requirements have been sought and are detailed
below.

I
I

1.5.2 Pacific Power
Pacific Power has advised that the subject site adjoins land owned by the authority and provided
that the proposal does not exacerbate the flood potential or raise the nutrient levels in existing
drainage channels over Pacific Power's land that no objection is raised to the proposal.
Comment

I
I
I

I

Environmental controls are to be implemented to minimise any potential impacts on water quality,
these are detailed in the EIS. The proposal will not affect flood potential.
1.5.3 Roads and Traffic Authority
The Roads and Traffic Authority advise that details are required outlining the volumes, movements,
size and timing of vehicles using the road network along with the proposed access arrangements
for the site. No objection is raised to the proposal, however the Authority reserves the right for
further comment at the Development Application stage.
Comment

I

This information is generally provided in this EIS. Details of haulage routes however will be subject
to discussion with council at Development Application stage and will be in accordance with
Councils Engineering Requirements for Development.

I
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I

. 1.5.4

Public Works Department

The Public Works Department advises that they have statutory responsibilities under the Rivers
and Foreshores Improvement Act (1948) to ensure the hydraulic stability of estuaries. Accordingly,
they are interested in any proposal which may detrimentally affect Wyong River and ultimately
Tuggerah Lakes.
It is therefore recommended that the EIS should address the following issues:
1.

The impact of the mining on the existing flora and fauna at the site
Preparation of an extraction plan including:

-

I

I

that the area disturbed by extraction be kept to a minimum,
details concerning site layout, stockpile, processing and handling areas,
topsoil removal and storage provisions, site drainage, setbacks and buffer
strips, access, flood hazard management provisions (if applicable),
protection of sensitive areas,

Erosion control measures to be taken to control silt and sediment mnoff into Wyong
River and ultimately Tuggerah Lakes.
4.

Evidence that there are no acid sulphate soils on the site or that the environmental
implications of encountering potential acid sulphate soils has been considered and
a management plan prepared.

5.

Details of the site rehabilitation plan.

I

I

Comment

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I

These matters are discussed in the relevant sections of the EIS.
1.5.5 Department of Mineral Resources
The Department of Mineral Resources advises that they raise no objection to the proposed
extraction, and re-use of materials for filling other parts of the site. However, they advise that
surplus material should be marketed for use as roadbase and other construction purposes if
possible, in preference to disposal off- site.
The operator is required to observe all relevant requirements of the Mines Inspection Act 1901 (as
amended), and the Statistical Branch of the Department of Mineral Resources should be advised of
any construction material produced from the site for their data base. The Department also suggests
if quarrying activity should continue on the land adjoining any future development application should
consider a buffer zone between these activities and residential development. In addition the
following comments are made in respect of the EIS. It is noted that:
The environmental impact statement should include information on the characteristics of
the material to be excavated, the timing of extraction, the amount of materials to be
removed form the site, and the potential uses for this material.
Comment
The EIS addresses the areas of concern raised by the Department of Mineral Resources.
1.5.6 Water Resources Commission
The proposal was referred to the Commission however no response was received.
Woodbury Park Estates EIS Gavenlock Rd
Andrews. Neil
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I

.
1.5.7

National Parks and Wildlife Service

The National Parks and Wildlife Service have advised in summary as follows:
I

With regards to the area to be considered in the environmental impact statement, the
Service is particularly interested in:

I

area of native vegetation;
areas of potential value as habitat for native fauna with special reference to the
value of habitat for rare or endangered species; and
areas of archaeological potential.

I

I

If any areas within your study area possess or are expected to possess attributes such as
those identified above, the Service recommends that detailed surveys be undertaken to
determine the ecological and/or cultural significance of the area.

I

The following information is considered necessary to enable the assessment of the natural
and cultural value and the impact of a proposed development on an area:
o

I
o

I

I

I

I

detailed description and mapping of all vegetation communities and fauna habitats
in the study area;
identification of any vegetation communities or plant species which are of local,
regional or statewide significance;
description of known or expected faunal assemblages with particular reference to
rare or endangered (Schedule 12) species and their habitats,
mapping of the location of all Aboriginal sites and relics likely to be impacted by the
development and assessment of the significance of these within the study area;
assessment of the measures to be implemented to minimise the impact of the
proposal on these attributes.

A site inspection of the area by the Service found that the remaining vegetation consists of
Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis), Turpentine (Syncarpia glomuilfera), Swamp Mahogany (E.
robusta) and Melaleuca sp. The land adjoins timbered areas which are likely to contain
habitats for endangered species. Although no records of Schedule 12 species exist for the
study site, it is possible that the remaining vegetation is utilised by species from adjoining
areas. Investigation of potential wildlife corridors (either existing or revegetated) should be
undertaken.
As the site is to be developed for housing it must be expected that there will be increased
run-off from the site. It is important that the catchment be protected from increased nutrient
levels and sedimentation in run-off. This could be attained by creating artificial wetlands at
the eastern end of the site. Revegetation of these wetlands could include Swamp
Mahogany and melaleucas to provide a wildlife corridor linking the wetlands that occur
along Gavenlock Road.
No records of Aboriginal sites are known or expected on the study site or adjacent blocks.
In accordance with the Wyong Shire Aboriginal Heritage Plan, the site is classified as "low
incidence of sites' Should any Aboriginal site be present in the study area, you should be
aware of the requirements of the NP&W Act with regard to Aboriginal relics. Under s90 of
the Act it is an offence to knowingly damage or destroy relics without the prior consent of
the Director-General of NPWS.

I
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I
The Service is aware of the disturbed nature of a majority of the site and considers there to
be a low likelihood of endangered fauna occurring on site. However, if fauna surveys or
other information indicate that endangered fauna may occur you are advised to determine
whether a significant effect on the environment of endangered fauna will occur including
consideration of the requirements of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974, in regard to
the "taking or killing" of endangered fauna. It should be noted that the NP&W Act defines
"take" as including "significant modification of the habitat of the fauna which is likely to
adversely affect its essential behavioural pattems". Endangered fauna are those species
listed in Schedule 12 of the NP& W Act. If a "take or kill" of an endangered species is likely
to occur, it is recommended that you consider the merits of applying to NPWS for a s120
General Licence under the NP&WAct.

—
I

I

I

I
I

I

Comment
The site was inspected by Mr Danny O'Brien (Ecologist). The issues raised in the submission from
the National Parks and Wildlife Service are discussed within the relevant sections of the EIS.
I .5.8

Department of Conservation and Land Management

The Department of Conservation and Land Management Soil Conservation Service have
requested the following issues to be considered within the EIS.
1.

I
I

This plan should cover issues such as ston-nwater runoff management and
control, sediment control, a final site landform and shaping.
Revegetation and details of suitability of the final landforrn for any future
land uses.
The erosion and sediment control plan should also cover details of truck and
machine access, timing and duration of works.

I

I

2.

To show what the final drainage and runoff pattern for the land will be.

3.

That the proposed disposal of the excavated soil material should be outlined
showing how it will be safely disposed of and its suitability for the intended use on
its disposal.

4.

That if the proposal involves or adjoins any Crown Land details of that should be
provided with any potential impact on the crown land outlined. If the proposer is
planning to use any crown lands, specific approval will also need to be obtained
from the Crown Lands Office at Malt/and.

I

I

I

I

A detailed and site specific erosion and sediment plan to the satisfaction of the Soil
Conservation Service.

The Service also advises that the existence of Patonga Claystones on the site should be assessed
and considered in any disposal options.
Comment
The site specific erosion and sediment controls proposed are detailed in the EIS. The land is to be
developed for urban purposes. There will be no significant change to the drainage pattern on the
site as a consequence of the quarrying operation. As discussed in the EIS the future use of the
extracted material is uncertain at this stage however it is anticipated that the material will be made
available to the construction industry where reuse onsite is not required.

-

The potential impacts on adjoining land are discussed within the EIS.

I
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I

1.5.9 Environmental Protection Authority
The Environmental Protection Authority have considered the proposal in detail and as noted above
a complete copy of their comments is attached at appendix 1. In summary the Authority considers
the key issues relate to:

o

I

°
I

Water quality in the nearby waterways.
Earthworks management, including erosion and sediment controls and vegetation
management.
Management of runoff of potentially hazardous materials.
Operational noise (extraction operations and truck movements), and vibration associated
with blasting.
Air quality during operations (quarry dust).

Concerns are raised regarding possible impacts on flow regimes in watercourses and channel
morphology.
In conclusion, the Authority considers that the project will be successful if the following
environmental objectives are met:
o

I

I

l
o

I

Air quality is maintained/improved in terms of emissions of greenhouse gases, toxic gases
and dust.
The impact of quarry operation noise on residents and other landholders adjacent to the
quarry are minimised.
Blasting and other quarrying activities are achieved within minimal impact on affected
residences or other landuses.
Water quality (particularly suspended sediments and nutrient levels) in the nearby
waterways is maintained or improved.
The potential for substances from spills and operations to reach adjacent waterways is
reduced/minimised.
There is rapid revegetation of disturbed areas using appropriate indigenous species.

Comment
The comments made by the Authority relate to the proposed quarry operation and the possible
controlled filling of lowland areas within the site. This EIS addresses only the quarrying activity and
as noted earlier assumes the bulk of the extracted material will be transported from the site. As a
consequence, a number of the concerns raised, in particular those relating to the flow regime of
waterways and modifications to channel morphology are not relevant.
The environmental objectives identified by the Authority are discussed under the relevant sections
of the EIS.
1.5.10 Civil Aviation Authority

I

The proposal was referred to the Authority, however no response was received. Discussions with
officers of the Authority indicated that the Authority would have no interest in the matter and would
have referred the proposal to the Environmental Protection Authority.

I

1.5.11 Wyong Shire Council

I

Wyong Shire Council has advised that the proposed quarrying activities are a permissible use on
the 2(b) zoned portion of Lot 6 Section 4 DP 3360 pursuant to Schedule 2 (Clause 52) of Wyong
Local Environmental Plan 1991. With regard to the content of the EIS the following issues are
required to be addressed:

I

I
I
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I
I

.
I
2
3
4
5
6

I

I

7
8
9

Volume and method of extraction.
Machinety to be used in the extraction.
Hours of operation.
Frequency of blasting (if any).
Number of truck movements and haulage routes.
Finished levels/elevations (ie land profile, especially as viewed from Gavenlock
Road).
Vegetation to be removed and retained.
Impact on fauna.
Erosion/sedimentation controls.

I
Comment

I

These matters are discussed in the relevant sections of this EIS. There is no blasting or crushing of
rock proposed during extraction. As noted above the matter of haulage routes is to be in
accordance with Council's engineering requirements.

I

2.0

THE LOCALITY

2.1

Statutory Planning Controls

The site is zoned part Multiple Dwelling Residential 2(b) under Wyong Local Environmental Plan
1991 (Amendment No.12) and part Rural 1(c) under Wyong Local Environmental Plan 1991.
I

I

I
I

I

The extractive industry is to be carried out wholly within lot 6 Section 4 OP 3368. The area of
extraction is zoned Multiple Dwelling Residential 2(b). Clause 52, and Schedule 2 of Wyong Local
Environmental Plan 1991, permit within that part of the land zoned 2(b) Multiple dwelling
Residential Zone, quarrying activities, as an extension to those carried out as an existing use. The
quarrying activities referred to here as an existing use relate to those currently operating on lots 4
and 5 in section 4 OP 3368, being the adjoining land known as Scaddens quarry.
The proposed activity is therefore permissible subject to Council Consent.
The site is also affected by Development Control Plan No. 37 - Mardi, which identifies the subject
land as being within stage 3 of the Urban release Area. The adjacent quarry is also within Stage 3.
This Control Plan provides guidelines for the development of the land. The aims and objectives of
DCP 37 are as follows:
a.
b.
c.

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

Provide a gateway to Wyong Shire which will enhance the Shire's image
Preserve and enhance the existing rural setting by maintaining the vegetated ridgelines and
significant stands of vegetation
Promote the establishment of a high quality living environment through the use of
innovative design standards, timely provision of facilities and services
Provide a safe and efficient system of roads and pathways for vehicular, pedestrian and
cycle movement
Provide a safe residential environment with respect to bushfires, flood hazard, utilities and
noise.
Allow for the orderly completion of quarry activities in the area and rehabilitation of the
quarry site to a standard suitable for residential subdivision.

The proposed recontouring of the site is consistent with these objectives.
2.2

Site Description

The subject land is owned by Woodbury Park Estates Pty. Ltd and is located to the north of future
residential land adjoining the Woodbury Park Residential Estate, to the south of an existing quarry,
east of a residential subdivision by Landcom and to the west of Gavenlock Road at Tuggerah,
within Wyong Shire. The site location and zone boundaries are shown on the attached drawings.
Woodbury Park Estates EIS Gavenlock Rd
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I
I

. The site is rectangular in shape and is comprised of the following parcels:

I

o
a

I

The Deposited Plans for the allotments show the location of an easement for a major water supply
pipeline 5.03m wide. This easement traverses the two allotments in a north-east to south-west
direction, and is located outside the area proposed for extraction.

I

I

I

I

Lot 72 DP 592766 site area of 6.62ha.
Lot 6 Section 4 DP 3368 site area of 13.08ha.

Several buildings including a dwelling and sheds exist on the site. Two small rural dams are
located adjacent to the northern site boundary.
Site levels fall generally in a south-easterly direction with slopes in the western half of the site
ranging on average from 7% to 20% decreasing to 1% to 2% in the eastern half of the site which is
predominantly low lying and below Wyong Shire Council's nominated 1:100 year flood level.
Vegetation on the site is open grassland in the eastern low lying areas with scattered groups of
Eucalyptus Maculata located on the edge of the adjoining quarry in the north western corner of the
site. In the south west section of the site the predominant species are Angophora Floribunda and
Eucalyptus Robusta. Some Angophora Floribunda will be lost as a result of the proposed quarrying
operations, however protective fencing will be erected to ensure survival of those trees outside the
area of extraction. The remnant stand of Eucalyptus Maculata located on the ridge between the
subject land and the adjacent quarry will be removed. Part of this stand is located on the adjoining
quarry site.
2.3 Staging

I

The extraction is to be carried out in the following stages:

I

Stagel

a
I

Site clearance.
Erection of silt fence and protective fences.
Excavation for sedimentation basin including construction of diversion drains.
Strip and stockpile topsoil/vegetation northern half of site.
Rip and push over face (No blasting is proposed).
Load onto trucks.
Transport from site.

Stage 2

I

o

Repeat the above steps for the southern half of the site.

Stage3
I

Spread topsoil and stabilise disturbed areas.
Rehabilitation of the land for residential development including:

I

landscaping
drainage
o

I

Completion of work between 13 weeks and 18 months from commencement. This is
subject to availability of suitable sites for disposal of the surplus material.

I

I

I
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3.0

EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY OPERATIONS

3.1

Characteristics of the Resource

Douglas Partners Pty Ltd have undertaken a preliminary geotechnical investigation of the site, in
consultation with MPN Group Pty Ltd consulting engineers (see Appendix 2).
The investigation comprised an overview of the site conditions to provide general comments on
suitability of the lower elevated area as a source of fill materials, groundwater levels, the presence
and depth of rock, potential acid sulphate soil conditions and any likely difficulties associated with
the future construction of a residential subdivision on the land.
3.1.1

Fieldwork

The fieldwork comprised twelve test pits (Pits I to 12) excavated by a case 580K backhoe to a
depth of 3.0m. Dynamic cone penetrometer tests (AS 1289 6.3.2) were canied out adjacent to
each test pit to a maximum depth of 1 .2m.
The test pits were located and logged on site by a geotechnical engineer. Bulk and disturbed
samples were taken from the test pit side walls and the backhoe bucket at regular intervals to
assist in strata identification and for laboratory testing.
The locations of test pits are shown on Drawing No. I 8225A-1, attached. The surface levels shown
on the Test pit report sheets were determined by interpolation from survey information and
therefore are approximate.
The test pit encountered varied subsurface conditions which are broadly summarised as follows:Eastern half of site - test pits 1,2,3,4,5 & 6
TOPSOIL:
0.35 m

dry to moist grey-brown clayey silty sand to depths ranging from 0.28 to
overlying:

CLAY/SILTY CLAY

moist to very moist stiff to very stiff light grey mottled brown and redbrown silty clay with a trace of gravel to depths of 1.3 to 3.0m:
grading to;

(Test pits 12 & 13)
WEATHERED ROCK:

extremely low strength extremely well weathered light grey-brown and
red brown fine to medium grained siltstone;

Western half of site - test pits 7,8,9,10,11 & 12
TOPSOIL:

dry grey-brown clayey silty sand with some fine organics encountered to
depths of 0.27 to 0.38 m, overlying:

SAND/CLAYEY SAND: dry to moist light brown, brown and grey mottled fine to coarse with
some fine organics to depths of 0.45 to 2.3 m, (possibly extremely
weathered sandstone) overlying;
SANDY CLAY

moist to very moist red-brown mottled grey very stiff to hard sandy clay
with some gravel to a maximum investigated depth of 3.0 m (possibly
extremely weathered sandstone) (Test pits 8,9 & 10)

SILTY CLAY:

moist, light grey mottled red-brown very stiff to hard silty to maximum
investigated depth of 3.0m (possibly extremely weathered siltstone).
(test pits 7,11 &12)

Exceptions to the above include no sand I clayey layer in test pits 7 and 11.
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A site visit by a senior Technical Officer indicated the presence of several disused wells and
isolated seeps around the western slopes.
No free groundwater was encountered within the test pits I bores at the time of subsurface
investigations with the exception of Test Pit 2 & 6 where groundwater was encountered. Reference
to investigations on adjacent sites indicates that groundwater was observed seeping from within
jointing in the weathered rock in the adjacent quarry together with measured standing groundwater
levels at approximately RL 20.00.
Groundwater levels are transient and are affected by climatic conditions and as such levels may
vary.
3.1.2 Laboratory Testing Results
Selected samples from the test pits were tested in the laboratory for
Insitu moisture content:
Shrinklswe!l Index:
Compaction Properties:
California Bearing ratio:
Potential acid sulphate Soils.

AS 1289 2.1.1
AS 1289 7.1.1
AS 1289 5.1.1
AS 1289 F.1.1

The results of the testing are summarised in Table I below.
Table I - Laboratory test results
CBR
(%)

lss

Description

-

-

3.4

CLAY-red-brown mottled
grey

1.75

18.5

1

-

CLAY-mottled brown-grey
with some gravel

19.2

-

-

-

2.3

CLAY- greymottled
orange-brown slightly
sandy

5.2

2.03

8.5

11

-

CLAYEYSAND- light
brown (weathered
sandstone)

Test
Pit

Sample
Depth

FMC
(%)

MDD(tIm3)

2

0.5-0.9

28.7

-

3

2.0-3.0

22.9

6

0.6-1.0

10

0.6-0.8

OMC
(%)

FMC = Field moisture content
MDD= Maximum dry density (AS 1289 5.1.1)
OMC = Optimum moisture content (AS 1289 5.1.1)
CBR = California bearing ratio
Iss = Shrink -swell index
3.1.3 Implications for proposal
Excavation is to occur in the north-western corner of the site, generally above 20m AHD. Materials
likely to be encountered will comprise silty and clayey sands overlying sandy clays. It is likely that
some low to medium strength sandstone will be encountered as excavation proceeds.
Excavation will be feasible with conventional equipment, however the extraction of sandstone may
require the use of some hydraulic pneumatic equipment, particularly in confined locations.
Woodbury Park Estates EIS Gavenlock Rd
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Previous work on adjoining land indicates that there is no mass instability but possible soil creep
with colluvial soils overlying the weathered profile of the Patonga Claystone in the mid to low
sections of the slopes and there is potential for intermittent spring activity at the toe of the slope.
Given the forgoing slope stability considerations, it is recommended that all proposed cuts greater
than 1.5m vertical height, be preceded by specific geotechnical assessment, depending on the
location and depth of the proposed cut.
The following guidelines will be followed during extraction operations:
Overburden soils - IV: 2H
Weathered sandstone, extremely low to very low strength - IV: 2 H
Sandstone, low strength or better - 1 V : 1 H
All cuts into bedrock will be inspected by a Geotechnical Engineer or Engineering Geologist upon
completion. If cuts intersect claystone bands, these will be suitably protected from weathering and
erosion to avoid undercutting of the batter.
Where excavation is undertaken to provide level building platforms, fill batters will be maintained at
a maximum batter angle of IV: 2.5H, and protected from erosion by establishing vegetation.
3.2

Process of Extraction

The operation of the quarry is to be carried out in a manner which will minimise any potential
impacts on the natural environment. The following environmental controls will be employed:
Erect control fencing beyond the extent of works proposed to ensure that vehicles, heavy
machinery and persons do not enter the more densely vegetated and low lying areas of the
site.

I

Erect sedimentation and erosion control measures in accordance with Council's
requirements.
Commence removal of existing vegetation and where possible reuse for commercial
purposes including mulching and chipping. Remaining stumps in larger tree sections are to
be removed by an approved pit burner or alternatively hauled to Buttonderry waste depot.
Excavation for sedimentation basin including construction of diversion drains.
Remove and stockpile topsoil with appropriate measures to minimise sedimentation and
erosion.
Excavate material using a 09 bulldozer and excavator/loader.
Rip and push over face (no blasting is proposed).
Load onto trucks for transportation from the site.
On completion of extraction and recompaction, the topsoil will be respread and the area spray
grassed to ensure stabilised sites.
Works will finalised approximately 13 weeks to 18 months after commencement.
The work will be carried out 10 hours per day, 5 days per week, generally between 7 am and 6 pm,
to comply with the Environmental Protection Authority's requirements.
See Figures attached for operation details and the Land Management Plan for the Proposed
Earthworks prepared by MPN Consulting Engineers attached at Appendix 3, for further details.
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3.3

Site Layout Plans

Access to and from the site will be either along a temporary haul road to be constructed on the
alignment of an existing driveway which services Lot 6 and enters the site from Gavenlock Road at
Tuggerah, or alternatively over the adjoining land to the north as shown on drawing C.01 attached.
Both of these temporary haul roads will remove the need for any vehicles or machinery to pass
through the adjacent residential areas. Gavenlock Road provides access for vehicles used in
association with industry and as such is constructed to a standard compatible with this use.
Fuels required for the operation of the earthmoving machinery will be stored in accordance with the
Environmental Protection Authority's requirements and within an earth bund. The bund is to have a
capacity of 110% of the stored volume with adequate provision for fuel transfer from delivery
vehicles which will be undertaken within the bunded area. This will assist with the containment of
accidental spills.
Temporary sanitary and waste disposal arrangements will be made with the local contractor for the
duration of the extractive operations.

I

I

The sediment pond demonstrated on the operation plan will receive runoff from the site. The
settled material will be cleaned out when the accumulated material when the accumulated material
reduces the capacity below 70% or as directed by the superintendent. The unpolluted supematant
will overflow the pond and drain naturally to the low lying areas of the site.
There will be 2 major material stockpiles. The location and extent of areas affected by these
stockpiles is shown on the operations plan. The stockpiles are to be located outside drainage
depressions and each stockpile is to be graded with a 1:3 batter and seeded with a temporary
grass cover. A geotextile sediment fence is to be placed around the perimeter to control any run-off.
3.4

Site Preparation Works

These works will be divided into 3 key areas:
Access provision and vehicle control.
Erosion Control.
Vegetation removal.
As the site adjoins a flood plain which can be adversely affected by uncontrolled human and
vehicular access, it is propose to install control fencing beyond the actual work area. The location of
the fencing is shown on the operations plan. It will consist of 1.2 metre high, four strain plain wire
through steel star pickets with bunting and will be maintained for the duration of the quarry work.
The earthworks operations will remove all of the existing vegetation within the affected area,
increasing the potential for erosion during storm events. It is therefore appropriate to install
temporary erosion control measures. These include:
Diversion drains - to divert stormwater runoff from undisturbed catchments around
earthworks operation areas.
Sediment basin/traps - to remove sediment from runoff generated from disturbed areas.
Catch drains - to collect runoff from earthworks sites and direct to sediment basins.
Silt fences - to minimise sediment loss from stockpiles and relatively small disturbed areas.
Detailed designs for these devices will be prepared prior to the commencement of the works in
accordance with guidelines by Wyong Shire Council and the Department of Conservation and Land
Management.
The removal of vegetation will be carried out in a manner which will maximise the amount of
material that can be mulched and chipped on site. The chipped material will be stockpiled for reuse
in the landscape works associated with the future residential subdivision.
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Infrastructure Considerations

3.5.1 Existing public Utilities
Existing Public Utilities on or adjacent to the site include the following:
Water
Water main passes through the site.
Sewer

I

I
I

Sewer main passes along Gavenlock Road
Power supply
Power supply located in Gavenlock Road.
It is considered that all necessary utility services can be provided to the site.
3.6

Rehabilitation

The final landforms are demonstrated on the figures attached. It may be necessary to batter into
the adjoining land to the north and west of the site to match levels. This however does not
constitute designated development under the Act and will be dealt with under a separate
application to Council following discussions with the relevant affected owners.
4.0

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENViRONMENT

4.1

Soil and Topography

4.1.1 Topography
Site levels fall generally in a south-easterly direction with slopes in the western half ranging on
average from 7% to 20% grades decreasing to 1% to 2% in the eastern half of the site which is
predominantly low lying, being below Wyong Shire Council's nominated 1:100 year flood level.
4.1.2 Geology
Reference to the 1:250,000 series Geological sheet for Sydney (Sheet Si 56-5) indicates that the
low lying portions of the site are underlain by Quatemary alluvium which includes gravels, sands,
silts and clays. The higher slopes in the western half are shown to lie near the geological boundary
of the Terrigal formation (fomierly known as the Gosford Formation) and the Patonga Claystone
Formation, both of the Triassic Age and forming part of the Narrabeen Group. the Terrigal
Formation is generally characterised by interbedded laminate, shale and quartz sandstone with
minor claystone bands. The Patonga formation includes shale, sandstone and claystone.
4.1.3 Soils
Soils are detailed in the above table.
4.1.4 Acid Sulphate Soils
There is no evidence of acid sulphate soils being present in the area of proposed extraction,
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The area experiences weather conditions typical of a temperate climate, with mild to hot summers
and cool to cold winters. Rainfall distribution is non-uniform and variable from year to year. Much of
the rainfall occurs in a few long duration storm events associated with stationary depressions off
the Central Coast. Approximately 700mm of rain can be expected during autumn and winter with
approximately 450mm during Spring and Summer. The annual average rainfall is 1162mm.
Moderate temperatures are experienced due to the coastal influence. The maximum air dry bulb
temperature recorded was 43oC and a minimum air dry bulb temperature of 00. the average daily
dry bulb temperature is 17.800 for July (coldest month) and the average daily maximum dry bulb
temperature is 27.o for January (hottest month).
Wind speeds may reach 120km/h, with occasional strong winds associated with depressions off
the coast and frontal storms.
4.3

I

Climate

Mine Subsidence

The area nominated for extraction is not within a proclaimed Mine Subsidence District,
4.4

Water Quality

There are a number of potential sources of water pollution such as:

I

o

I

o

Increased turbidity due to sediment and erosion from stockpiles, haul roads or other
disturbed areas.
Workshop, vehicle wash facilities, plant and equipment, fuel storage.
Impurities, incidental minerals or other leachates from the disturbed rocks and soil.

A number of management actions have been identified and are to be implemented as part of the
site preparation works, these include:
Installation of sediment fences and ponds.
Construction and operation of a water settling pond.
Provision of a bunded area for vehicle refuelling and maintenance.
Ongoing seeding of disturbed areas.
A detailed plan of all soil conservation works will be prepared and submitted to Council and the
Department of Conservation and Land Management for approval prior to commencement of any
works.
These procedures will reduce pollutants entering waterways.
A water quality monitoring program is to be implemented prior to commencement of any work to
determine the condition of drainage leaving the site which may be affected by:
Any change in the surface or groundwater hydrology as a result of the proposal.
Any change in the water quality as a result of any activity on site.
Potential impacts on groundwater.
Quantity, quality and depth of the watertable.
Any adverse effects on groundwater recharge areas.
Likely transference of any pollutants to groundwater.
The operation of the quarry has the potential to affect water quality in Wyong River and Tuggerah
Lake. This is due to both the increased volume of runoff following site development and the
increase in the range of pollutants such as:
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Suspended solids or non filterable residues.
Oil and grease.
Nutrients.

However, any increase in pollution load from the site needs to be related to the potential impact on
the receiving waters. Wyong River is a prescribed stream and the requirements of the Soil
Conservation Service of the Department of Conservation and Land Management will be sought
with regard to the need to monitor the receiving waters and in terms of their control requirements.
Major potential pollutants stored during the operation of the extractive industry are detailed below.
4.4.1

Fuel/Oil/grease

Undesirable pollutants including fuel, oil, grease and solvents cannot be treated through natural
systems. If oil and grease migrate to water bodies they impact on the water body both aesthetically
and are detrimental to plant growth.
These pollutants will be prevented from entering the drainage system by containment in a bunded
area. The bunded area will have an overflow pipe leading to a large pond. The large settlement
pond will have a subsurface discharge point to retain any oils and grease. A maximum of 11 Omg/L
of oil and grease can be allowed to be discharged, but if quantities in excess of this are recorded a
corrugated iron separator will be required.
4.4.2 Sediments

I

I

Increased sediment loads, changes to natural drainage and increased nutrient concentration in
runoff entering Tuggerah Lakes could contribute to weed growth and reduced water quality. To
reduce sediments entering the river and eventually the Lake, temporary silt traps, either silt fences
or straw bales, are to be constructed on main drainage lines to collect runoff from disturbed areas
during operations. Exposed areas are to be revegetated as quickly as possible to minimise
potential problems.
Silt fences, graded banks, bunds diversion drains and sediment settling ponds will be designed and
constructed to council's satisfaction prior to commencement of works.
4.4.3 Fertilisers

I

I

Fertilisers will be used during the revegetation of disturbed areas. Phosphorus poses the greatest
threat because it is sparingly soluble and therefore remains in the soil. This can be controlled by
minimising the level of phosphorus within the catchment through appropriate management
strategies, including:
o

o

I
4.5

Species selection.
Appropriate choice of fertilisers.
Determination of local soil requirements.
Consideration of the most effective time for application, eg during low rainfall periods.
Collecting sediment and adsorbed nutrients in a large settling pond.
Air Quality

The main sources of air pollution will be from the mobile plant e.g. trucks and excavator.
I

I

The exhaust gases from the machinery consist mainly of substances not regarded as air pollutants,
nitrogen, oxygen and water). substances regarded as major air pollutants and present in the
exhaust are particulate matter (smoke), carbon monoxide (CO), unbumt or partially burnt
hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). The site is adjacent to an industrial area, an existing
quarry and near the F3 and Cobbs Road and as such will be affected by air pollution from a variety
of sources.
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Machinery air quality requirements are controlled by EPA pollution standards. All equipment
operating within the site will be required to comply with the relevant design and operating standards
of the Authority.
The extraction of material, loading and transport and the dumping operation will create dust in the
vicinity of the activity. In some weather conditions this dust may be transported beyond the site or
deposited upon vegetation in the vicinity of the site. Dust will therefore be controlled using a water
cart to wet down exposed areas as necessary. The dust impact is considered to be low, provided
the following controls are implemented:
Mitigation and management measures to control the generation of dust and to ensure
compliance with air quality standards are undertaken.
Ceasing dust generating activities during certain meteorological conditions.
Watering of haulage roads.
Dust control measures on open stockpiles, processing and loading areas
Dust monitoring program.
Covering loads on all vehicles.
4.6

Noise Assessment

The closest dwelling to the proposed quarry operations is located on Lot 5 Section 4 DP 3368,
approximately 300m from the nearest point of the extraction area. This dwelling is much closer to
the existing quarry then it will be to the proposed extraction area. The noise impact as a
consequence of the adjoining quarry operation was considered acceptable even though the
adjoining operation involves blasting and crushing.
Noise surveys conducted in association with the preparation of the Environmental Impact
Statement for the adjoining quarry operation in 1989 found a background noise level of between
56dBA and 60dBa in the two locations monitored. It is anticipated that increased traffic volumes
and the expansion of residential development in the area would have contributed to a substantial
increase in background noise levels since that time.
Notwithstanding the likely increase in background noise levels, an assessment of noise sources in
relation to the adjoining development indicates that the proposed extension of the quarrying
operations onto the subject land will not adversely impact upon any adjoining residential areas.
NOISE SOURCE

NOISE LEVEL
dB(A)at(m)

PROPOSED SAFEGUARDS

Hydraulic drill rig

88 dB(A) at 7m

Compressor silencer

Cat 988B

89 dB(A) at 7m

Standard muffler

Highway trucks

75 dB(A) at 7m

Standard muffler

Mobile water cart

75 dB(A) at 7m

Standard muffler

Excavator Cat 225
Hitachi 220

86dB(A) at 7m

Standard muffler

For the previous EIS the noise levels for these items of plant and equipment were entered into the
prediction program on the basis of previous measurements of similar items of plant, fitted with
residential grade mufflers and in well maintained condition.
The model incorporated all proposed noise sources, surrounding terrain and the closest, most
potentially affected residential receiver to determine the acoustical impact of the proposed works.
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The model calculated the maximum contributed noise emission during the construction phase to
the closest potentially affected residential receiver.
Calculations were performed assuming a "worst case" scenario with all items of plant operating
concurrently. The calculated construction noise emission levels were therefore maximum (or
approximately LA1) levels. Noise impact assessment is based upon comparison of the LA10 (or
average maximum) level with the LA90 (or average minimum) background level. The LAIC levels
for the operation of these items of equipment would typically be in the order of 3dBA (or more lower
than the LA1 maximum levels, depending on the intensity of the works and the locations of the
equipment.
The calculated LA10 construction noise levels at the closest potentially affected receiver was
38dBA compared with the corresponding design goal of 55 dBA. It is considered that the
recommended impact assessment design goal can therefore be achieved on the subject site.
4.7

Flora and Fauna

The site of the proposed extraction area was examined including surrounding land to the west
owned by Wyong Shire Council.
A number of tall canopy trees including Syncarpia glomulifera, Eucalyptus maculata, Angophora
floribunda and Glochidion ferdinandi will be removed as a result of the development. The
understorey has already been significantly disturbed with Lantana spreading profusely.
The trees within the affected area have minimal faunal significance. The value of the study area in
reference to schedule 12 rare or endangered species is also minimal or has no value to
endangered species. The existing trees are not part of a natural corridor leading to bulk forest
areas. However, a small colony of Bell Miner and the Little Eagle Hieraaetus morphnoides were
observed on the adjacent property to the west.
No tree hollows were noted rendering the opportunity for roost sites as very minimal. Habitat value
is confined to the needs of the fauna within the immediate area.
No species of flora of local, state or national significance were recorded and none are likely to occur
(see attached flora species list). The study area is Blackbutt Eucalyptus pilularis - Spotted gum E.
maculata Association with individuals of Angophora flonbunda and Syncarpia glomulifem. The
understorey is grazed by stock and the European Rabbit. The understorey on the western side on
the Council owned land, is heavily weed infested. Weed species include Lantana, Bamboo and
several cultivated and ornamental plants.
No plant species of "special conservation significance to the area', nor any ROTAP species are
known to occur at the site.
4.8

Aboriginal Heritage

The National Parks and Wildlife Service has advised that no aboriginal sites are expected to occur
on the site. Review of the register by Wildlife Service Officers revealed that there are no recorded
sites on the subject land or on adjacent areas. In accordance with the Wyong Shire Aboriginal
Heritage Plan, the subject land is classed as "low incidence of sites", and an archaeological survey
is therefore not required.
If any sites are identified as work progresses the developer will be expected to stop work and notify
both Wyong Shire Council and the service in order that an archaeologist may inspect the site.
4.9

Scenic Value

The landform of most visual significance within the Mardi Urban Release Area is the ridge system
which runs along the western and southern boundary of the site above RL 10. It is this ridgeline
which is affected by the existing and proposed extractive industry.
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The existing quarry operation and previous tip have severely disturbed the natural landforms,
creating an 'eyesore on one of the main landscape elements south of Wyong township.
The southern ridge varies in maximum elevation from RL 31 in the east to RL 46 in the west.
The main peaks of the western ridge are RL 46, RL 50 and RL 61 from south to north. The northern
part of the northern ridge has been progressively reduced in elevation by some lOm to 20m to
approximately RL 40 RL 45 as a consequence of neighbounng quarrying activity. This activity is
due to cease in May 1995 when the consent to operate expires.
Given that the landforms above RL 10 to RL 15 are highly visible within the Mardi Urban Release
Area's visual catchment it is considered desirable to ensure that upon cessation of the quarrying
activity on the land adjoining that the visual scar produced by these operations is reduced. The
current proposal will facilitate rehabilitation of this area.
4.10 Flooding
All of the proposed quarry activities will be above the 1% flood level, with no extraction proposed
below 20m AHD. The access road to be constructed as a temporary haul road will be below the
1:100 year flood level. In the event that the access road is inundated this road could not be used
until such time as flood waters subside. The construction of the road will not exacerbate local
flooding nor impact upon natural drainage.
4.11 NSW Coastal Policy
This Policy applies to the Coastal zone of NSW and establishes directions for land protection, flora
and fauna protection, new development and environmental controls.
The proposed management plan and other mitigation measures will ensure the development
satisfies the objectives of the coastal policy.
4.12 Bushfire
The removal of the vegetation required for the operation of the quarry will significantly reduce any
bushfire risk. Should it be necessary, earth moving equipment, particularly the bulldozer can assist
with bushfire management. This factor will be dealt with more precisely in the Management Plan.
4.13 Hazards
No blasting is proposed for the operation of this quarry and therefore no provisions or consideration
for explosives storage or management have been made.
On site fuel storage for the earthmoving machinery is required. The storage will comply with the
relevant standards. A bunded area is proposed so that any accidental spillage or major breakout
can be contained and treated.
4.14 Social and Health Issues
The impact on the locality with respect to health and social consideration is minimal. Dwellings on
the surrounding lands are distant from the operation.
5.0

IMPACTS ON THE ENViRONMENT

5.1

Soils

Both site earthworks, and clearing of vegetation will cause sediment to wash downslope and into
receiving waters. Some of the soil to be extracted from the north west of the site will be used as fill,
for the proposed subdivision. Soils will require drying out first before the commencement of
compaction.
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The fill will be placed in layers not exceeding 300mm loose thickness and compacted to the
specified dry density ratio. Cohesive fill material will generally be placed and maintained in the
range of 60 - 90% of Standard Optimum Moisture Content.
During construction, and if rain occurs, sediment runoff will occur. Sedimentation can impact the
habitat for aquatic flora and fauna and the potential habitat for such organisms can be reduced.
Sediment once it becomes suspended and then settles can abrade aquatic organisms and their
eggs, and smother aquatic organisms and plants.

I

It is therefore important that mitigation measures be employed to control sediment runoff from the
excavation area and vegetate the areas as soon as possible during and after construction. These
details will be set out in a sediment - erosion control plan.

I

The impact of sediments will be minimal following the revegetation of all exposed areas. If
necessary, small silt traps could be retained along main drainage lines to mitigate any problems.
These would require continued maintenance to ensure trapping efficiency.

I

5.2 Fauna

I

The clearing of some vegetation, increased noise levels and water pollution are possible impacts
of the proposal. The remnant stand of vegetation to be cleared during the quarrying operation is
unlikely to support any significant fauna. However, the mitigation measures proposed will ensure
that any possible adverse impacts are minimised. These measures include protective fencing,
water quality controls and monitoring, replacement planting and noise reduction measures outlined
in the relevant sections of this Statement.

I

5.3

Flora

The clearing will remove all flora species within the affected area. In the short term this area will be
replaced by introduced grasses. No plant species of "special conservation significance to the area",
nor any ROTAP species are known to occur at the site.
U

I

In the long term the residential redevelopment of the land will result in replacement trees being
planted. However, as the vegetation will be totally removed from the quarried area no mitigation
measures can be implemented other than fencing off all vegetation outside the area of disturbance.
5.4

Economic Impacts

I

The extraction will have a positive economic impact, providing a ready source of on-site fill material
to facilitate recontouring of the Iandform for residential development. The excess material will be
transported from the site for sale to the construction industry if possible.

I

5.5

I
I
I

Traffic and Road Impacts

All heavy and construction vehicle movements within the site will occur on designated haulage
roads.
It is anticipated that the development will generate 80 truck movements per day if work is
completed within the minimum period of 13 weeks. In the event that extraction occurs over a longer
period the estimated number of truck movements per day will be significantly reduced.
Prior to commencement of work approval will be sought from Wyong Council for use of public
roads. The short term nature of the extraction activity and the anticipated number of truck
movements are unlikely to have any significant impact on the operating capacity of local roads and
intersections.

I

Employee traffic movements are limited and occur on the shoulder period of the designated local
peak traffic movements. The operation would be undertaken by up to 6 employees.

I
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. 5.6

Visual Impact

I

A visual analysis of the Mardi Urban Release area was conducted by Land Systems EBC Pty Ltd in
May 1991. The study was undertaken at the request of Wyong Shire Council to provide information
on the visual and scenic resources of the release area to assist Council in finalising the Local
Environmental Plan and Development Control Plan which apply to the site. The findings of the
study are relevant to the current application.

I

The Mardi release area is located 500m south-west of the town centre of Wyong. The release area
extends over approximately 210 hectares being bounded by the Sydney Newcastle Freeway to the
west, McPherson Road to the north, Gavenlock Road to the east and Cobbs Road to the south.
The eastern half of the release area comprises generally flat land below RL 10 which supports
grazing or predominantly swamp vegetation. The other half of the area, above RL 10, comprises
hills and ridges which support forest vegetation. Land uses within this later area include quarries,
schools and a former tip site. The release area is traversed by a number of electricity easements.

I

An industrial estate is located to the east of the site between Gavenlock Road and the Pacific
Highway. The highway and adjacent railway carry a considerable amount of local and regional
traffic to the north, landuses comprise industrial and agricultural pursuits. The land to the south has
been developed for urban purposes since the original study was completed, and the Westfield
Shoppingtown Development is under construction adjacent to the southern boundary of the site.
5.6.1

Visual Catch ment

The main landscape feature within the site is the forested ridge running north south along the
western site boundary and extending along the southern boundary.
This ridge is the eastemmost extension of the Hunter Range within the Tuggerah Lake floodplain. It
is the most prominent feature in most views towards the study area within its visual catchment.
The visual catchment of a site is the area within which one can obtain a view of the site under
consideration. It generally corresponds to the highest points of elevation (ridges) surrounding the
area under examination.
Long distance views to the area are available from the elevated hills of the Wyong National Forest
to the north west and from selected locations within the Wyong RiverlOurimbah Creek floodplain
extending to Tuggerah Lake in the east. The ridge running north south within the release area is
part of the skyline for views from the east extending as far as The Entrance.
To the west, south and north rising landforms delineate the visual catchment. These catchment
forming landforms are generally within 1km of the release area and extensive views are available to
the site from these. These areas are defined as being the district visual catchment.
The local visual catchment is defined as being the areas within which short distance views (i.e. up
to 0.5km approximately) are available to the site. For the Mardi study area this is primarily
determined by the surrounding major transport routes. The surrounding major transport routes (i.e.
the Freeway, Cobbs Road, Pacific Highway and Sydney Newcastle Railway) carry more local,
regional and intra regional traffic than any other transport routes within the Shire. All of these routes
have views to the release area.
The Local Environmental Study prepared in association with the rezoning of the land for residential
purposes identified three landscape units within the release area and its environs. A landscape unit
is an area with relatively homogenous visual characteristics as determined by:
landform;
vegetation;
water surfaces, and
manmade elements.
-

I
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The Wyong Shire Council study concluded that the units most sensitive to change are the hills and
ridges particularly those areas of the hills supporting forest vegetation due to:

o

their prominent location at a major entry point to the Shire;
their prominent position when viewed from as far away as The Entrance;
the large number of viewers from both the freeway and adjacent residential development,
and
their close position to most viewing locations (0-500 metres).

5.6.2 Landform
I

I

As noted above the landforrn of most visual significance within the release area is the ridge system
which runs along the western and southern boundary of the site above RL 10. It is this ridgeline
which is affected by the proposed extractive industry.
The southern ridge varies in maximum elevation from RL 31 in the east to RL 46 in the west,

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

The main peaks of the western ridge are RL 46, RL 50 and RL 61 from south to north. The northern
part of the northern ridge has been progressively reduced in elevation by some lOm to 20m to
approximately RL 40 RL 45 as a consequence of neighbouring quarrying activity. This activity is
due to cease in May 1995 when the consent to operate expires.
Given that the Iandforms above RL 10 to RL 15 are highly visible within the release area's local
visual catchment it is considered desirable to ensure that upon cessation of the quarrying activity
on the land adjoining that the visual scar produced by these operations is reduced. The current
proposal will facilitate rehabilitation of this area.
Whilst the Visual Analysis of the area recommends that no development occur on the ridges
because of their visual prominence, the DCP subsequently prepared for the area recognises the
need to rehabilitate the land. Further, the rezoning of the land for residential purposes recognises
that this form of future development is acceptable subject to design controls.
5.6.3 Vegetation
Wyong Shire Council has identified four main vegetation associations within the urban release area
include:
o

Open Forest - Eucalyptus maculata, Eucalyptus pilularis Association
Open Forest - Eucalyptus robusta, Eucalyptus pilularis Association
Melaleuca swamp Forest - Melaleuca linarifolia
Low Open forest - Casuarina glauca Association

The subject development site also supports a moderately large stand of Angophora floribunda.
The vegetation of most visual significance within the study area is the Open Eucalyptus forest
Associations with a height greater than 10 - 12 m. Whilst the other associations make some
contribution to the scenic quality, this is less than the tree vegetation in excess of 10 - 12m in
height.
The visual impact of the proposal will be most significant during extraction when base material will
be exposed once vegetation is removed and ripping commences. Activities on the site during
construction will also be visible, ie, haul roads, machinery storage areas, sediment ponds, silt
fences and drains.

I

I
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The temporary nature of the proposal and the need to ensure that temporary stockpiles are hydroseeded to reduce the erosion potential, and dust will minimise the short term visual impact. In
addition, stockpiles are to be placed in the lower central part of the site so that they will be screened
by the existing vegetation.
5.7

I
I

As the project is short term only, i.e. 13 weeks to 18 months, the potential dust impact is
considered to be low, provided the following conditions are implemented:
o

o

Mitigation and management measures to control the generation of dust and to ensure
compliance with air quality standards are undertaken.
Ceasing dust generating activities during certain meteorological conditions.
Watering of haulage roads.
Dust control measures on open stockpiles, processing and loading areas
Dust monitoring program.
Covering loads on all vehicles.

5.8

Cumulative Impacts

a
I

I

Air Quality

I

Given the short term nature of the activity cumulative impacts will be limited to those associated
with the use of local roads by heavy vehicles. As noted above these effects are not considered
likely to be significant.

I

6.0 CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES AND JUSTIFICATION
FOR THE PREFERRED PROPOSAL
6.1

I

I

I

Review of Alternatives

The alternative to the current proposal is to develop the land without recontouring the site. This
would not achieve Council's objectives as outlined in DCP 37 for the orderly completion of quarrying
activities and rehabilitation of the area for residential subdivision. Without recontouring the
Iandform, the site will contrast starkly with the exposed quarry faces on the land adjoining.
Wyong Council has anticipated the current proposal and implemented planning controls to facilitate
the recontouring of the land as proposed.
Another alternative would be to import fill to the site for recontouring of the landforrn. This approach
would be uneconomic and would have similar potential adverse impacts including traffic impacts on
local roads, noise and dust generation.
6.1.2 On-site Alternatives
The range of on-site alternatives is limited by the extraction which has occurred on the adjoining
quarry. The current proposal has been formulated to achieve a coherent landform in the locality and
to minimise the visual scar which will result as a consequence of the adjoining operation. The
operations plan developed for the site incorporates all necessary environmental controls to mitigate
potential adverse impacts as a result of the proposed extractive industry.
6.1.3 The Preferred Development Option
The preferred development option is shown on the attached earthworks plans and has been
outlined above.
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7.0

MITIGATION MEASURES

7.1

Site Management

A Site Management Plan is currently being prepared and will include:
I
o
I
o
I

The implementation of the management plan prior to commencement of quarry works will minimise
the potential impacts and ensure proper monitoring.
7.2

I

I

Water Quality

Prior to the commencement of any site works a water quality monitoring program is to be prepared
and implemented with ongoing monthly monitoring . Remedial action is to be implemented as a
priority should levels in excess of the baseline amounts be recorded. At that time, appropriate
expert advice relevant to the specific problem would be obtained, with any costs met by the
operator.
This monitoring program should be carried out by an independent consultant, with all costs borne
by the future quarry operator.
7.3

I

Design of sediment, nutrient and pollution control structures for the wetland,
Dust Control
Weed management plan.
Bushfire hazard reduction.
Maintenance strategies for buffer areas.
Water Quality monitoring.

Noise

In order to ensure the plant noise levels are achieved, the following control measures are
recommended:
o

I

I

All plant and equipment to be fitted with residential grade mufflers.
All plant and equipment to be kept in a well maintained condition.
Time Restrictions
Monday to Friday 7am to 6pm
Saturday 7am to 8am (inaudible at residential premises) to 1pm (audible at residential
premises)
No work on Sundays or public holidays
Silencing - all practical measures are to be used to silence excavation and/or construction
equipment.

I

7.4

I

The site will be revegetated when extraction is complete.

I

7.5

I

Construction Activities

All construction activity is to be carried out in accordance with Wyong Council's Policy on the
Control of Sediment and Erosion.
Ongoing Site Management

The main impacts associated with the quarry works construction relate to the clearing of vegetation
and the transport and compaction of the fill material. The installation of vehicle control fences are
proposed to limit the damage to the vegetation beyond the area required for construction purposes.

I
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Erosion protection measures to control sedimentation have been prepared. The controls include
temporary sediment traps and the use of sediment - erosion control fences, diversion drains, dams,
bunds and graded banks. In addition, a boundary fence is recommended in order that vehicles do
not proceed into the works site.
Sediment traps will be constructed with clay bunds and both devices are to comply to the standards
adopted by Wyong Shire Council and the Department of Conservation and Land Management.

I

I

I
I
I

During the construction process, a regular program of silt and sediment removal from the sediment
traps will be required to ensure that the design capacity is maintained.
7.5.1 Pollutant Controls
The main pollutant from the quarry works activity following construction will probably be oil and
grease. Sediment will be a main pollutant during extraction activity but these measures are dealt
with under soils.
Oil and grease from the quarry works should be diverted to the sediment wet basin, provided with a
subsurface overflow pipe. The oil and grease will remain on the surface and discharge must not
exceed lOmgIL. If such limits are exceeded a galvanised iron separator will need to be installed.
Such conditions will need to be approved by the Environmental Protection Authority.
7.6 Fauna
The preferred development option is unlikely to have any significant impact on native fauna as the
site has been substantially cleared and the adjoining Iandform disturbed. Protective fencing will
minimise any potential impacts on vegetation outside the area for extraction. The environmental
controls outlined above will ensure that potential off-site impacts are minimised.

I

7.7 Flora

I

The preferred development option is unlikely to have any significant impact on native flora as the
site has been substantially cleared and the adjoining landform disturbed. Protective fencing will
minimise any potential impacts on vegetation outside the area for extraction. The environmental
controls outlined above will ensure that potential off-site impacts are minimised.

I

8.0 PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

I

Having regard to the environmental considerations and the carrying out of the development with the
identified mitigating measures, it is considered that the proposal can generally achieve the
principles of ecologically sustainable development as follows:
Measures and monitoring have been proposed for water quality and site management to
prevent environmental degradation.
The proposed management plan ensures the continued health, diversity and productivity of
the area. This will ensure its preservation for the benefit of future generations.
The quarry works will facilitate residential development of the land in a sustainable manner.
The proposal represents an appropriate use of existing resources by ensuring that potential
fill material is not stenlised.
The proposal will have more efficient use of the land and the adjoining land to the north.
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APPENDIX I
STATUTORY AUTHORITIES - COMMENTS
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New South Wales Government

-

-

Department 01 i-'ianning
I
I
I

Remington Centre
175 Liverpool Street, Sydney 2000
Box 3927 G.P.O. Sydney 2001
DX. 15 Sydney

Mr Gary O'Dell
Andrews.Neil
POBox5Ô6
GOSFORD NSW 2230

Telephone :(02) 391 2000 Ext: 2251
Fax No. :(02) 391 2111
Contact:

-

Greg Dowling

Our Reference:

N95/00110

Your Reference:

Dear Mr O'Dell,
Proposed Extractive Industry, Gavenlock Road, Mardi
Thank you for your letter of 15 February 1985 indicating that you are consulting with the
Director with regard to the preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS) for the
above development.
if development consent is required for the proposal and it is a designated development
within the meaning of Schedule 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation,
1994, an EIS must accompany the development application to Wyong Shire Council. The EIS
must be prepared in accordance with clause 51 of the Regulation (see Attachment No. 1) and
bear a certificate required by clause 50 of the Regulation.
In addition, pursuant to clause 52 of the Regulation, the Director requires that the attached
practice guidelines be considered in the preparation of the EIS. These are a guide to the type of
information most likely to be relevant to the development you propose; not all of the matters
raised therein may be appropriate for consideration in the EIS for your proposal; equally, the
guide is not exhaustive.
In preparing your ETS you should approach Wyong Council and take into account any
Comments Council considers may apply to its determination of the proposal.
Should you require any further information regarding this matter please do not hesitate to
contact us again.
Yours sincerely,

I

J3

1 8)5
Job No.

I
I

I

Stephen Brown
Acting Manager
Assessments and Major Hazards Branch
As Delegate for the Director

Atontjo;i

TcN No.

I
I
I

.

Department of Planning
ATTACHMENT NO 1
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

Pursuant to clauses 51 and 84 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation, 1994, the
contents of an EIS must include:
SCHEDULE 2

I

U
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

A summary of the environmental impact statement.
A statement of the objectives of the development or activity.
An analysis of any feasible alternatives to the carrying out of the development or activity,
having regard to its objectives, including:
(a) the consequences of not carrying out the development or activity; and
(b) the reasons justifying the carrying out of the development or activity.
4. An analysis of the development or activity, including:
a full description of the development or activity; and
a general description of the environment likely to be affected by the development or
activity, together with a detailed description of those aspects of the environment that are
likely to be significantly affected; and
the likely impact on the environment of the development or activity, having regard to:
(i) the nature and extent of the development or activity; and
(ii) the nature and extent of any building or work associated with the development or
activity; and
(iii) the way in which any such building or work is to be designed, constructed and
operated; and
(iv) any rehabilitation measures to be undertaken in connection with the development or
activity; and
a full description of the measures proposed to mitigate any adverse effects of the
development or activity on the environment.
5, The reasons justifying the carrying out of the development or activity in the manner proposed,
having regard to biophysical, economic and social considerations and the principles of
ecologically sustainable development or activity in the manner proposed, having regard to
biophysical, economic and social considerations and the principles of ecologically sustainable
development.
6. Compilation, (in a single section of the environmental impact statement) of the measures
referred to in item 4 (d).
A list of any approvals that must be obtained under any other Act or law before the
development or activity may lawfully be carried out.
For the purposes of this Schedule, "the principles of ecologically sustainable development"
are as follows:
(a) The precautionary principle - namely, that if there are threats of serious or irreversible
environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for
postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation.
(b) Inter-generational equity - namely, that the present generation should ensure that the
health, diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the
benefit of future generations.
(c) Conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity.
(d) Improved valuation and pricing of environmental resources.

-2-

Note: The matters to be included in item (4) (c) might include such of the following as are relevant
to the development or activity:

I

(a)
(b)

I
I
I

(h)
(i)

I

(j)
(k)

I

I

I

I

I

the likelihood of soil contamination arising from the development or activity;
the impact of the development or activity on flora and fauna;
the likelihood of air, noise or water pollution arising from the development or activity;
the impact of the development or activity on the health of people in the neighbourhood of the
development or activity;
any hazards arising from the development or activity;
the impact of the development or activity on traffic in the neighbourhood of the development
or activity;
the effect of the development or activity on local climate;
the social and economic impact of the development or activity;
the visual impact of the development or activity on the scenic quality of land in the
neighbourhood of the development or activity;
the effect of the development or activity on soil erosion and the silting up of rivers or lakes;
the effect of the development or activity on the cultural and heritage significance of the land.

I
I
-
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YONG SH!RE COUNCIL

.

.

..

DX 7306 WYONG P.O. BOX 20, WYONG NSW 2259 Telephone: (043) 53 1333 Fax: (043) 51 2098
In reply, please quote:

TS:RG
Mr T Shelley

I

March21 1995

I

Ms Lin Armstrong
Andrews Neil
P0 Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250

Dear Lin

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

I

Proposed Extractive Industry
Lot 6 Section 4 op 3368 Gavenlock Road, Mardi
I refer to your recent letter regarding the above and note your advice that an Environmental
Impact Statement in relation to same will be forthcoming in the near future.
In regard to the actual content of the Environmental Impact Statement, in addition to the
statutory requirements as outlined in the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Regulation 1980, Council would ask that the following issues be addressed:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Volume and method of extraction.
Machinery to be used in the extraction.
Hours of operation.
Frequency of blasting (if any).
Number of truck movements and haulage routes.
Finished levels/elevations (le land profile, especially as viewed from Gavenlock Road).
Vegetation to be removed and retained.
Impact on fauna.
Erosion/sedimentation controls.

In relation to your final enquiry, I can confirm that "quarrying activities" is a permissible use
on the 2(b) zoned portion of lot 6 Section 4 DP 3360 pursuant to Schedule 2 (Clause 52) of
the Wyong Local Environmental Plan 1991.
I trust this information clarifies your queries in relation to the proposed extractive industry.
Should you require any further information, please contact Mr T Shelley of Council's
Development Services Division.
Yours faithfully

Llv-"
T Selley
Develop n

building a bettertomorrüw!

I
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Attention:

MetNorth West
P0 Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250
Your Ref: LAIV1/94019P/028
MNR 003 592/2
Our Ref:
EA 1995/1459
Attention: Ms. Lin Armstrong

Dear Madam,
Proposed Extractive Industry
Lot 72, DP 592766 and Lot 6, Section 4, DP 3368.
Reference is made to your letter of 2 March, 1995 requesting NSW Public Works to
comment on the above proposal.
Public Works has statutory responsibilities under the Rivers and Foreshores Improvement
Act (1948) to ensure the hydraulic stability of estuaries. Accordingly, Public Works is
interested in any proposed works that may detrimentally effect Wyong River and ultimately
Tuggerah Lakes.
It is recommended that the proposed EIS should include the following issues:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The impact of the mining on the existing flora and fauna at the site.
Preparation of an extraction plan including:
-

that the area disturbed by extraction be kept to a minimum,

-

details of concerning site layout, stockpile, processing and handling areas,
topsoil removal and storage provisions, site drainage, setbacks and buffer
strips, access, flood hazard management provisions (if applicable),
protection of sensitive areas,

-

operation plan showing staging or sequencing of extraction and stockpiling
and processing area.

Erosion control measures to be taken to control silt and sediment run off into
Wyong River and ultimately Tuggerah Lakes.

236 Richmond Road Doonside NSW
P0 Box 285 Doonside NSW 2767

Telephone (02) 672 5111 Facsimile (02) 672 5255

JNJJO

16 Edgeworth David Avenue Hornsby NSW
PC Box 1521 Northgate NSW 2077
1.

Telephone (02) 482 0444 Facsimile (02) 477 3356

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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S
Evidence that there are no acid sulphate soils on the site or that the environmental
implications of encountering potential acid sulphate soils have been considered and
a management plan prepared.
Details of the site rehabilitation plan.
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate in contacting our Messrs. L.
Sharma and J. Nassif.
Yours faithfully,

For: B. Baker
Manager
MetNorthWest Region

JN1JO

1

Roads and Traffic
Authority
New South Wales

t

i 603 AND REWS
IKSaxby
Ph (049) 240 260
I
Fax (049) 240 348

I
I
I

RTA

Lin Armstrong
Andrews Neil
P0 Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250

I
Dear Lin
I refer to your letter dated 2 March 1995 regarding the Authority's requirements for the proposed
extractive industry Lot 72 DP 592766 and Lot 6 Section 4 DP 3368.
Details are required outlining the volumes, movements, size and time frame of vehicles using the road
network for the proposal along with access arrangements for the site,
The authority reserves the right for further comment at the development application stage.

I

Yours sincerely

'7f

S.Kerr
Regional Development Coordinator
Newcastle Zone Office
16 March, 1995

I
I
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Cat No.45063641

Foho Mo.

Attention:

CLICK CLACK
Front'n'Back

I
I
I
I
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PA
2T
Mr- PeerT rews
Andrews . Neil Consultants
P0 BOX 566
G0SFORD NSW 2250

Our Reference:

270144A25

Your Reference:

LA/vl/94019P/0203

Environment
protecti
Authority
ew Soxih Walex

NSW
Government
Offices
117 Bull Street Newcastle West NSW 2302
PU Box 488G Newcastle NSW 2300
Tel .049. 26 9971
Fax 049, 29 6712

IP:TS
M4y 1995

Contact: Mr Irwin Perring

Dear Mr Andrews
I

I
I

I

PROPOSED EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY - LOT 72 DP 592766 AND LOT 6
SECTION 4 DP 3368, GAVENLOCK ROAD, TUGGERAH:
I refer to your letter of 2 March 1995 requesting the
Environment Protection Authority's (EPA) comments on the
preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
the proposed extractive industry adjacent to Scaddens
Quarry.
We have examined the proposed project regarding the
extraction of fill from the site and the controlled filling
We provide the following comments to assist
of lowlands.
you in preparing the ElS for the project.
KEY ISSUES AND CONCERNS:
We consider the key issues relate to:

I

*

I
I
I

* Earthworks management, including erosion and
sediment controls and vegetation management.

I

Water quality in the nearby waterways.

* Management of runoff of potentially hazardous
materials.
*

Operational noise (extraction operations and truck
movements), and vibration associated with
blasting.

*

Air quality during operations (quarry dust)

I

4
9
CALM

Andrews Neil
Architects Planners
PG Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250
•

40 Mann St
Gosford NSW 2250
P0 Box 1235
Gosford South NSW 2250

2 May 1995

4MAY 1995

I
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Contact: Algis Sutas

Job No.

Our reference:

Attention:

Your reference:
Attn: Lin Armstroncj

Foflo No.

,z
liL1

Phone (043) 24 3844
Fax (043) 233960

VA

II

Dear Sir

I
I
I

RE:

PROPOSED EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY LOT 72 DP 592766
AND LOT 6 SECTION 4 DP 3368

I refer to your letter dated 2 March 1995 in relation to the above proposed
extractive industry in which you seek the Department's requirements for
preparation of an EIS.
Following a brief review of the information supplied by you, the following
issues are requested to be considered within the 515.
1 A detailed and site specific erosion and sediment plan to the
satisfaction of the Soil Conservation Service.

I

(a) This plan should cover issues such as stormwater runoff
management and control, sediment control, a final site landform
and shaping.

I

(b)

I

Revegetation and details of suitability of the final landform
for any future land uses.

The erosion and sediment control plan should also cover details of
truck and machine access, timing and duration of works.
2

To show what the final drainage and runoff pattern for the land will
be.

I

3

That the proposed disposal of the excavated soil material should be
outlined showing how it will be safely disposed of and its
suitability for the intended use on its disposal.

I

4

That if the proposal involves or adjoins any Crown Land details of
that should be provided with any potential impact on the crown land
If the proposer is planning to use any crown lands,
outlined.
specific approval will also need to be obtained from the Crown Lands
Office at Maitland.

I.
I

I
The Department of Conservation and Land Management incorporates: the Soil Conservation
Service, Crown Lands Service, Land Informatiod Centre, Valuer-General's Office, Land
Titles Office and Forestry Policy Unit.

I

I
..
Our principal concerns
outlined below.

about each of these issues are

Water Quality in nearby Waterways:
Waterways have a high environmental value in the region. We
are concerned that the operations at the quarry should not
result in the short or long term deterioration of water
It is essential that all
quality in nearby waterways.
landusers in the catchment of the Tuggerah Lake system
consider their potential impact on water quality and
ecosystem maintenance in the lakes and incorporate
managementpractices which enhance the long term value of
the lake system for the community.

I
I

The EIS should identify clearly those aspects of the
proposal with potential to cause water pol.lution, with
particular attention to suspended sediments, nutrients, oils
The document should describe in detail
and greases.
proposed measures to ensure that potential impacts on water
quality are minimised. A water management plan for the site
is an important component of the EIS.
Earthworks and Revegetation Management:

I
I

Our concerns about earthworks management relate to both the
The
filling of the lowlands and operation of the Quarry.
EIS should provide sufficient detail on Erosion and Sediment
Controls for us the determine whether the proposed actions
will provide effective protection of adjacent water bodies.
We require that any discharge of waters from sedimentation
basins to natural waterways not detrimentally impact on
water quality in the water bodies.
The EIS should also assess whether quarry activities will
The potential
affect the flow regime of local waterways.
for significant modifications of channel morphology by
either erosion or sedimentation should be assessed.
The proposed management of any wetland boundaries adjacent
to fill areas should be described.

I

I
I

I
I

The EIS should also address the appropriate method for
managing topsoil in the filling and quarrying areas.
It should also examine the revegetation of the quarry and
A rehabilitation plan, which particularly
filled areas.
addresses restoration of ground cover should be prepared.

- 2 -
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I
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Operational Noise:
We consider there are two potential areas of impact on other
land users in the area immediately surrounding the proposed
projects. These are the noise associated with the:
trucking movements; and

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.

operation of the quarry.

The EIS should address the above areas in some detail. They
should also take into account the existing and proposed
residential areas adjacent to the proposed quarry.
The
potential impact of increased heavy vehicle traffic on
residents and other nearby landusers should be considered
during the filling and quarrying operations.
You should
also address the impact of any blasting operations during
quarry operations.
A land use noise management strategy should be developed and
included in the EIS.
The strategy should address buffer
distances, noise barriers and built solutions, and should
also describe quarry management procedures to minimise noise
impacts and to deal with community concerns. For example,
the EIS should describe the method of dealing with public
complaints and the types of controls that can be applied to
ensure contractors adhere to appropriate operational
regulations and guidelines.
We suggest that you refer to the "EPA Environmental Noise
Control Manual" for guidance in EPA restrictions on
construction and operational noise levels.
Air Quality:

I
I
I

I
I

The EIS should examine the potential impacts the proposal
We have concerns about dust
may have on air quality.
generation during the operation of the Quarry and the
filling operations.
We also have concerns regarding the
impact that increased heavy vehicle operations may have on
the local air quality. We are aware of existing problems
with dust generated on the adjacent Scaddens quarry site.
The EIS should provide a clear analysis of the relative
importance of various dust sources on the site and propose
appropriate management procedures to minimise potential
impacts from these sources.
Even relatively small noise, vibration and dust impacts can
cause significant community concern, particularly where the
earthworks are in close proximity to existing residential
development.
We would encourage you to deal with these
issues very thoroughly in the EIS. Inclusion of an ongoing
community liaison strategy may be appropriate if sensitive
residential areas are nearby.

I
I

.
Statutory Requirements:

I

The developers will need to obtain written Pollution Control
Approval (PCA) for:

I

.

the Quarry prior to any activities commencing on site:
and

I

,

construction and/or installation of pollution control
equipment for treating water discharges from the sites.

You should also be aware that if any crushing and screening
of rock is to take place, the quarry (including proposed
extensions and increased production) will require EPA
approval and licence under The Clean Air Act prior to any
extraction.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS:
We will consider that the projects will be successful if the
following environmental objectives are met:
Air quality is maintained/improved in terms of
emissions of greenhouse gases, toxic gases and dust.
The impact of quarry operation noise on residents and
other landholders adjacent to the quarry are minimised.
Blasting and other quarrying activities are achieved
within minimal impact on affected residences or other
landusers.
Water quality (particularly suspended sediments and
nutrient levels) in the nearby waterways is maintained
or improved.
The potential for substances from spills and operations
to reach adjacent waterways is reduced/minimised.
There is rapid re-vegetation of disturbed areas using
appropriate indigenous species.

I

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the preparation
Please do not hesitate to contact Irwin
of the EIS.
Perring (043) 522762 should you require additional
information or wish to discuss any of the issues raised.

I

Yours faithfully

I

I

CAROLYN CAMERON
A/Regional Manager, Hunter
for Director-General

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
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PACIFIC POWER
SERVICES
Administration & Property
Telephone 268 6588
Your Reference LAIv1/9401 9P/0203
Our Reference PS/4527 S/A&P/KJ/MT/[PROPG]:31964

Andrews Neil
Architects & Planners
P0 Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250

14 MAR 1995

Dear Sir
Proposed Extractive Industry
Lot 72 DP 592766 & Lot 6 Section 4 DP 3368

I refer to your letter dated 211d March, 1995 concerning the above matter.
Following investigation, I wish to advise that Lot 72 DP 592766 and Lot 6
Section 4 DP 3368 adjoins land owned by Pacific Power.
It is also advised that Pacific Power has no objections to the proposal
provided that the development does not exacerbate the flood potential or
raise nutrient levels in existing drainage channels over Pacific Power's
land.
It is hoped that the above information will be of assistance to you.
Should you require further information, please contact Pacific Power's Land
Manager, Mr Tony White on (02) 268 8456.
Yours faithfully

/141?
' tM4J

KJmes
for Land Manager

_

_

Jo No.

Park and Elizabeth Streets GPO Box 5257 Sydney New South Wales 2001 Australia
Telephone 02) 268 8111 Facsimile 02) 268 6529
Pacific Power is the registered business name of The Electricity Commission of New South Wales
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2.

The Service considers that the proposed extraction on site may involve
Patonga claystones (a highly dispersible soil type) which may limit options
The existence of a volume of Patonga claystones on site
for future use.
should be assessed and considered in any disposal options.
I trust the above information is of assistance to you. If you require any
further information please contact me at the above office.

Yours faithfully

\- Algis Sutas
for District Soil Conservationist
Central Coast

12 April, 1995

ANDREWS .WEL

.1 9APR 1995

Mr Peter Andrews
Andrews.NeiI
P0 Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250

Our reference:
Your reference:
ATTN:

Job No
Attto

L

Folk N

NSW
NATIONAL
PARKS AND
WILDLIFE
SERVICE

/-4 -

CR\1084
Ms Lin Armstrong

Dear Mr Andrews
RE:

PROPOSED EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY - LOT 72 DP 592766 AND LOT 6
SECTION 4 DP 3368

I refer to your letter of 2 March 1995 requesting the National Parks and Wildlife Service's
requirements for the above mentioned environmental impact statement.
The National Parks and Wildlife Service is responsible for the care, control and management of all
lands dedicated as national parks, nature reserves, state recreation areas, Aboriginal sites, historic
sites and game reserves under the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974. In addition the Service is
responsible for the protection of native flora and fauna throughout New South Wales and for the
protection and care of Aboriginal sites and relics.
I

With regards to the area to be considered in the environmental impact statement, the Service is
particularly interested in:
areas of native vegetation;

(.

• areas of potential value as habitat for native fauna with special reference to the value of habitat
for rare or endangered species; and
areas of archaeological potential.
If any areas within your study area possess or are expected to possess attributes such as those
identified above, the Service recommends that detailed surveys be undertaken to determine the
ecological and/or cultural significance of the area.
The following information is considered necessary to enable the assessment of the natural and
cultural value and the impact of a proposed development on an area:
detailed description and mapping of all vegetation communities and fauna habitats in the study
area;

I

I

I

•

identification of any vegetation communities or plant species which are of local, regional or
statewide significance;

.

description of known or expected faurtal assemblages with particular reference to rare or
endangered (Schedule 12) species and their habitats;

Australian-made 100% recycled paper
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Hurstville NSW
Australia
PU Box 1967
Hurstville 2220
Fax: (02) 585 6555
Tel: (02) 585 6444
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mapping of the location of all Aboriginal sites and relics likely to be impacted by the
development and assessment of the significance of these within the study area;
assessment of the measures to be implemented to minimise the impact of the proposal on these
attributes.
A site inspection of the area by the Service found that the remaining vegetation consists of
Blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis), Turpentine (Syncarpia glomulfera), Swamp Mahogany (E.
robusta) and Melaleuca sp. The land adjoins timbered areas which are likely to contain habitats for
endangered species. Although no records of Schedule 12 species exist for the study site, it is
possible that the remaining vegetation is utilised by species from adjoining areas. Investigation of
potential wildlife corridors (either existing or revegetated) should be undertaken.
As the site is to be developed for housing it must be expected that there will be increased run-off
from the site. It is important that the catchment be protected from increased nutrient levels and
sedimentation in run-off. This could be attained by creating artificial wetlands at the eastern end of
the site. Revegetation of these wetlands could include Swamp Mahogany and melaleacas to
provide a wildlife corridor linking the wetlands that occur along Gavenlock Road.
No records of Aboriginal sites are known or expected on the study site or adjacent blocks. In
accordance with the Wyong Shire Aboriginal Heritage Plan, the site is classified as "low incidence
of sites". Should any Aboriginal site be present in the sutyd area, you should be aware of the
requirements of the NP&W Act with regard to Aboriginal relics. Under s90 of the Act it is an
offence to knowingly damage or destroy relics without the prior consent of the Director-General of
NPWS.
The Service is aware of the disturbed nature of a majority of the site and considers there to be a low
likelihood of endangered fauna occurring on site. However, if fauna surveys or other information
indicate that endangered fauna may occur you are advised to determine whether a significant effect
on the environment of endangered fauna will occur including consideration of the requirements of
the National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974 in regard to the "taking or killing" of endangered fauna.
It should be noted that the NP&W Act defmes "take" as including "signficant mod/Ication of the
habitat of the fauna which is likely to adversely affect its essential behavioural patterns".
Endangered fauna are those species listed in Schedule 12 of the NP&W Act If a take or kill' of
an endangered species is likely to occur, it is recommended that you consider the merits of applying
to NPWS for a s120 General Licence under the NP&W Act.
The NPWS has three GIS databases which may provide information which would be ouse in your
study. These are
Wildlife Atlas listmg of fauna records in New South Wales
ROTAP database of rare and threatened Australian plants; and
Aboriginal Sites register.
The material from each of these databases is available upon written application and receipt of the
appropriate fee. If you are interested in obtaining access to the Wildlife Atlas or ROTAP databases,
please contact the Data Licencing Officer on (02) 585 6684. Records from the Aboriginal Sites
register may be obtained upon written application and receipt of the appropriate fee from Mr Bill
Ellwood on (02) 585 6471.
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MrPtAndrews
P0 Box 566
GOSFORD NSW 2250

Our Ref: L95/0087
Your Ref: LA/v/940191>/0203
Dear Mr Andrews
PROPOSED EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRY, LOT 72 DI' 592766 ANt)
LOT 6, SECTION 4 DP 3368, WOODBURY PARK ESI'A'I'E
I

I

I
I
I

I refer to your letter of 2nd March 1995 seeking advice on this l )eluit tint'tits' requirements
for the environmental impact statement being prepared for the above development
proposal.
Sandstone and other unprocessed construction material are not classifHl as minerals under
the Mining Act 1992 and hence the Department of Mineral I sources has no statutory
authority over the extraction of these commodities apart from Its ink' under the Mines
Inspection Act, 1901 (as amended) with respect to the safe nperatinn of niines and
quarries. The Department is however the principal government agency responsible for
assessing the State's construction material resources and for advising the State and local
governments on the planning and management of these resources.

I

The Department has no objections to the proposed excavation of sandstone and other
materials from the specified portion of the site and the use of these materials for filling
other parts of the site. Surplus materials should be marketed for use as rnadhase and other
construction purposes if possible, in preference to disposal off-site.

I

The operator must observe all relevant requirements of the Mines hiepecI ion Act, 1901 (as
amended). Advice on these requirements should be sought from Mr Patti White, Regional
Inspector of Mines telephone (02) 901-8457.
-

I
I
I
I

The Statistical Branch of the Department of Mineral Resources compiles production data
for all mining and quarrying operations in the State. The proponent should contact the
Statistical Officer on (02) 9018436 so that any construction material production from the
site can be recorded.
The environmental impact statement should include information ott the characteristics of
the material to be excavated, the timing of extraction, the anintitil of materials to be
removed from the site, and the potential uses for this material.
It is appreciated that the development of the site for residential jnttpnses does not form
part of the current development application. However if extraction is to continue from
Scaddens Quarry beyond the completion of extraction operations no Woodbiiry Park
Estate, it will be necessa ry to ensure that an appropriate buffer 7one Is ninintained between
the 9uarry and dwellings. The issue should be addressed in any siibseqtietit devclnpmcnt
application for the site.

.

2

if you have any queries concerning this matter please contact Mr I Paterson on (02) 901-

8368.

Yours sincerely

S R Lishiiiund
for i)irector-Ccneraj
3 April /995

I
I

I
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EARTHWORKS OUAUTV CONTROL

Woodbury Park Eatates Pty. Ltd.
P0 Box 178
WYONG NSW 2259

AtteriLon.

MJ. 0. one

Dear Sir1
PRELIMINARY QEOTECHNICAL INVESTK3ATIQN
ppOSE12S.UE9IYi2IQN.LOT8 6 &ia
VENLQCK ROAD - TUGOERAJI

1.

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a geotechnical

investigaUOfl crrld out at the site

of a proposed residential subdivl&on. The work was carried out et the request or
Woodbury Park Estates Pty Ltd In consultation with MPN Group Ply Ltd consulting
engineers for the project.
It Is undrSt00d that current deveiopr'fleflt plans Indicate ttuat thc subdivision will
comprise the creation of approximately 163 residenhiii Iiotnieflts and the
construction of about 2 kms of road pavementS. It is also understood that it is
proposed to vary the flood zone development line by a cutIfiIl opithworks operatIon
involving excavation depths up to 1.3 m and fiiling up to 1 3 m to a level of
approximately 5,0 In AHD in the eastern half of the

site.

The investlQatlon comprised an overview of the site condItIons to provide general
commflts on suitability of the lower elevated area as a orrCO of fill rnitertnIs,
groundwater levels, the presence and depth of rock, potentlr4I 3c1d

uip1Iti soil

conditions and likely construction dfficuttias.
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The InvesUgatlon comprised backhoe test pits with associated Insitu 1etIng followed
by laboratory testing of selected samples, detaUs of which are given In (tie report.

I

I

Preliminary design drawings showhig a proposed subdivision layOLIt airid earthwork
profiles were provided by MPN Group Pty Ltd, drawing No. 7077 SK0A to SK09A
together with contour plans supplied by Trehy and ingoid Pty Ltd, Pjwcl iirveyor.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1

RegIonal Geology

eference to the 1:250 000 SerIes Geological sheet for Sydney (Sheet SI 58-5)
Indicates that the low lying
I

p

4Joris

of the site are underlain by Qumlyr i im y AllUvit.iryi

which Includes gravel8, sands, slits and clays. The higher slopes In ilim wttern inilf
are shown to 119 near the geological boundary of the Terrigal Forniitiort (formerly

I

known as the Gosford Formation) and the Patonga Claystone Formation, both of
the Triassic Age and forming part of the Narrabeen Group. The Toriigil Formation is

I

I
I

I

I

generally characterised by interbedded laminate, shale and quartz Naridcitone with
minor claystone bands. The Petonge Formation includes shale, ftAndmlone Pnd
claystorie.

2.2

Site DescriptIon

The site is rectenguier in area of plan dimension approximately ut in
by 650 in
(20 ha.) situated on the western sIde of Gavenlock road, Tuggernh, The site is
bounded by an operating quarry to the north, vacant bushland to
the ou(Irri and a
residential subdivision currently under construction In the west, Thu ç)enerai site
location, proposed subdivision layout and zone boundaries ,ire
Drawing 1,

showil on

I

Site levels fall generally In a southeasteriy direction with slopes In the western half
I

ranging from 7% to 16% decreasIng to 1% to 2% In the eastern hrilf of the site
which is predominntiy low lying, below Wyong Shire Council's nornin&Ad 1:100
year flood level.

I
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Vegetation on the site comprises open grassy area in the etern low lying areas
with some scatter clusters of young to mature trees. Vegettii dønsity increases
generally with elevation with the majority of western half of Lot 72 hvUy timbered.
At the time of the investigation, several buildings comprising e dwelling and several
sheds were present on the site. Two small rural dams were ohrved adjacent the
northern site boundary and contained water,

3. FIELDWORK

3.1 Methods
580K
Ca
The fieldwork comprised twelve test pits (Pits 1 to 12) excavitcd by a
Dynamic cone penatrometer tt (AS 1289 6 3.2)
backhoe to a depth of 3.0 M.
m.
were carried out adjacent to each test pit to a maximum d9ptli uf I 2
The test pits were located and logged on site by a gectechnlc'l igirioor, I3ulk and
disturbed samples were taken from the test pit side walls Aild th 1,ckho' hnc.ket at
regular intervals to assist in strata Identification and for labor1n1y btlncj.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The locations of test pits are shown on Drw(ng No. 1M22A1 attached. The
surface levels shown on the test pit report sheets were determined by interpolation
from survey information provided, and therefore are approximate.

3.2 Results

The test pit report sheets are included in Appendix A1 toother with

notes defining

classification methods and descriptive terms.
The test pit encountered varied subsurface condition' which are broadly
summarised as follows:'

uhi4v1'loh. L03 6 & 72
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sem half of site Test PIts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6
TOPSOIL:
CLAY/SILTY CLAY:

(Test Pits 12 & 13)

dry to moist grey-brown clayy iilty sond to depths
ranging from 0.26 to 0.35 m, overlying,
moist to very moist stiff to very stiff tiqht grey mottled
brown and red-brown silty clay with o trnco of grsvel to
depths of 1.3 to 3.0 m;

Grading to:
WEATHERED ROCK:

extremely low strength extremely w'*nthircid light greybrown and red-brown fine to medium grtned lltstone;

Western (-la/f of Site - Test Pits 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
TOPSOIL

dry grey-brown ciyey silty Anild with some fine
orgenics encountered to depths if () 27 to 0.38 m,

overlying;
SAND! CLAYEY SAND:

dry to moist light brown, brown At

tj'y mottled hue to

to depths of 0.45 to
2.3 m, (possibly extremely wouUiord sandstone),

coarse with some fine organk
overlying;
SANDY CLAY:
(Test Pits 8, 9 & 10)

moist to very moist red-brown tyiottlsd grey very stiff to
hard sandy clay with some gravi to maximum
lnvestig(ed to depths of 3 () n (pnssihly extremely
wenthered sandstone);

SILTY CLAY:
(Test Pits 7,11 & 12)

moist, light grey mottled red-brown very stitf to 1id
silty to maximum lnvestlgatod dIlis of 3,0 m (possibly
extremely weathered slits torie)

Excepionstomeabo'min h.,3enOsand/c.ysysandfayer1r1 Test Pits tarul 11.
It should also be noted that a 'sulphurous odour was encountered In Test Pit 10
from ibout 2.6 mn. Vapour analysIs was conducted In the field Mt the location of Test
Pit 10. This Involved InstallIng a stendpipe, after the fieldwork was completed, In the
backfilled test pit location. The standplpe was then screened with e photolonisatlon
detector (PlO) for total photolonlasble compounds (TOPIC) and a landfill gas
analyser (LFG 20) to determine the percentage concentration of Carbon Dioxide
(CO2), Methane (CH4) and Oxygen (02).

Propoea Subthdsicrn Lots 0 72
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Li Pro/id '1 822M
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The results are lIsted in Table 1 below,
I

I

Table I shows methane levels at less than 1 0/6. The lower expIoive lImo. of methane
Is 5% and the upper Is 150/6. Therefore the measured levok it the tet pit location
are lower than the explosive Limit.

I______
Table 1 - Rsuits of VaDjAfle1vsI$ T5t Pit 1Q
Location

I
Test Pit 10

I

Topic
(ppm)

G02

0.6

0.39

4

(%)

.

0.34

3.3 Groundwater

I

U

A site visit by a Senior Technical Officer indicated the presence of several dtsusd
wells and isolated seeps around the wastern slopes.

I

No free groundwater was encountered within the test pits / burQs at the fitne of the
subsurface investigations with the exception of Test Pit 2 & 6 where groundwater
was encountered. Reference to Investigations on adjinmit sits inciictes that

I

groundwater was observed seeping from within Jointing in the woethered rock in the
adjacent quarry together with measured standing groundwater lovek at

I

I

approximately RLs of 20.0.

it should be noted that groundwater levels are transient and we effected by climatic
conditions and as such levels may vary.

I
4,
I
I

LABORATORY TESTING

Selected samples from the test pits were tested In the labor iury ftr

Insitu Moisture Content:

AS 1289 2.1.1

Shrink/swell index:

AS 1289 7.1.1

Compaction Properties:

AS 1289 5.1.1

California Bearing Ratio:

AS 1289 F1.1

Potential Acid Sulphate Soils.

Pgo 6 o(14

dp

D.J l)ot,çjt

nri

I'mrfrinfx Pty Ltd

The results of the testing are summarised In Table 2. DetrlIni report sheets ire
attached.

Table 2- Summary of Laboratory_Te5t Reult

Test
Pt

Sernpl.
Depth
(m)

FMC
(%)

MDO
(tim3 )

OMC

CBR

l,

2

0.5 - 0,9

28.7

-

-

-

3.4

3

2.0. 3.0

22.9

1.75

18.5

1

6

0.8- 1.0

19.2

-

-

-

2.3

CLAY. U I' ti rttId ointiqebrown 11101111y sandy

10

0.6- 0.8

5.2

2.03

8.5

11

-

CLAYF y 11AI in - Iiht brown
jweath nnd ar(iMtona)

a or pt Inn

CLAY red biown mottlnd
gray
ClAY. 11r)ItI.,1 Ito 1fl.ry
with an ,no çravI!I

FMC

Field moisture content.

MDD =

Maximum dry density (AS 1289 6,1. I),

OMC=

Optimum moisture content (AS 1,1111)

C9R

California bearing ratio.

1 1).

Shrink-swell Index.
S. COMMENTS

'the following comments are based on the results of the test pLt, laboratory testing
and our experience on adjacent sites.

51

Excavation and Slope Stability

Reference to the supplied earthworks plan and discussions with the client, indicate
that excavation for earthworks operations will be required in tki ftrl!owlng areas,

a

Within services trenches and road alignments wlii;h cie yrt to he
finalised. Should proposed excavations exceed 1 0 in, specific udvics
should be sought from this office.

Proposed Suhdhd,ion, Loli 8 & 72
Given/ocR Reid. Tuee.rnh

Piujct t1r22A
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Within the low lying (eastern hair) of the site

109

IJ.J Dou9* xnd Ppiriners Ply Lid

tu

iiixhnum depths of

1.5 m. Materials likely to be encountered are Clays rnci slity clays
following removal of topsoils.
Within the north-western corner of the site, genrliy above RL 23.0 m,
Materials likely to be encountered will conipilon silty and rlyey sqnd.c
overlying sAndy clays. It is likely that somo low to medium strength
sandstone will be encountered as excavation pincoeds to the northwestern corner.

s

Within Individual allotments to provide level billdli1U plcitIorrns for ease
of building construction.

It is suggested that excavation In the above areas will bu feaihie with conventionni
equipment, with the possible exception of the north wetern corner where
excavations may require the use of hydraulic pneumatic equipment, particularly in
confined locations.
Reference to our geotechnical report on the adjacent Lots 7 and 8: "DP 715317
Cobba Road, Tuggerah" (Ref. 1), Indicatem no mass insttbiiity but pos'ible soil
creep within colluvial soils overlying the weathered profilo of time Ftonga Claystone
in the mid to low sections of the slopes and there is potentIal mr int,rmittent spring
activity at the toe of the slope. This is consistent with terved seeps pirticular
adjacent the existing dwelling around RL 100.
Given the foregoing slope stability considerations, It k recomrnnded that all
proposed cuts greater than 1.3 m vertical height, should he precd*.d by specific
geotechnical assessment, Depending on the location and depth of the proposed
cut, further subsurface investigation may be required.
For all cute Into the elevated areas of the site, the ntlowlng guidelines ire
recommended.
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Maximum angles for permanent batter slopes should be:-

Overburden soIls - IV 2H
Weathered sandstone1 extremely low to very low strwigth - IV 2H
Sandstone1 low strength or better - IV: IH
It is suggested that all cuts Into bedrock be inspected by a GeotuchitIcl Engineer or
Engineering Geologist upon completion. If cuts intersect clayI('JnP bands, these

should be suitably protected from weathering and erosion in (.)Id@i to avoid
undercutting of the batter.
pltfoiuis, fill batters
Where exov3tofl is undertaken to provide level buildirlU
should be maintained at a maximum batter angie of IV 20H, n'I rotr:tod from
1111r4 would
erosion by establishing vegetation. An alternative treatment for 1 "IfA nnd
retalninci &nriture where the
be to support the cuts/filling by an engineer designed
depth of cut/fill exceeds say, 1.0 M.

it Is suggested that once development plans are finalised, the milolments within the
steeper/north western corner of the site be assessed In occordarrc(3 with
tlGeotethnicai Risks Associated within Hillside DeveIopment' (Pof. 2).

Design of the subdivision layout should also take into coniderntion upsiope -

downslope road orientations, the minimisation of disturbance to surlace/vegetation
to reduce erosion of surficial soils and the provision of alqwte ur!ace and

subsurface drainage.
5.2

I

FillIng

It Is understood that proposed earthworks are to be a cutJtIll o1.rntion with some
surplus materials from excavations in the north-western cornQr of the site,
The earthworks proposed in the eastern portion of the ita tile aimed at creating
additioniI dev&opbIe land by filling a portion of the erstarn hcif of the site to
approximately RL 5.0 and excavating the remaining area to ll1ro:uflmtlY Pt. 211
l
thereby maintaining the required floor storage capacity of 11

I
I
I
I
I
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Stripping of the eastern portion of the site prior to excavation would require the
removal of approximately 0.3 m of topsoils (actual measured depths 0 26 m to
0.5 rn). Excavated materials are likely to comprise clays and silty r.kiys which vicusI
and laboratory assessment IndIcate to be at the time of the nvsti'ti°n 13t
moisture condition of or slightly over Standard optimum moistme

coIitE3nt. It is

considered that the materials would be suitable as proposed filling, However, It
should be noted that the slightly elevated field moisture contenk mey hinder
compaction of the materials. Accordirtgly, the earthwor$cs conLator AlMuld phin
operations to:-

I

I

e

Minimise exposure of excavated materials to potential Incieine:it weather
by a staged stripping and filling operation.

Provide appropriate surface drainage to protect borrow iil (lii areas if

I

seepage occurs following excavation sump and pump ttwhniques
should be utlilsed to drain borrow areas within the north wm4(uIn corn.r,

Stripped surfaces should be inspected and proof roNed in area4 iuid.r ailotmwts
androad alignments prior to filling operatIons commencing. Due to the likely moist
condition of the clays I silty clays, it may be prudent to include tho tim of geofhrlc
in areas where proof roiling indicates excessive dellections.

I
I
I
I

I
I

Stripping of the western portion of the site for road construction, in (lie proposed
borrow ar, and in Isolated areas of filling Ia, dam locations would require
excavatIon in the order of 0.3 m (encountered depths of 0.2 m to 0,38 rn). It

5h01ild

be noted that excavatIons may be deeper in some isolated areas, such cis seepacjes
areas and the existing dams to remove deleterious materials.

Materials likely to be encountered are silty and clayey sands, (extremely woithered
sandstone) and sandy clays. Some higher strength rock may be nncnunkred

Propood Subth'ision, .of.i 0 & 72
GvnnIock Ro.d, Tug.rah

--

f'roj.t I 0225.4
9 Fehrury, 195
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it is considered that the materials would be suitable as proposed llilnu rend are, likely
IM site. it is
to be less reactive than the filling won from the lower elevated ariac of H
considered that these materials should be utilisad as select fill within rot-id
lower portion
alignments and capping layers of the more reactive clay filling on lho
of the site.

i
The following general site preparation and filling procedure Is

jøtnd

Strip topsoil and any organic or deleterious material, Thk iiiaterlal mny
be stockpiled for subsequent use In landscapIng,

OW0I Ihe fflterlI

may require additives to render It suitable for this purpo.

Proof-roll the stripped surface In the presence of a W1otchflkIarL Ar€s
exhibiting excessive deflections may require further trmtitment ns
directed by the geotechnician. This may Include over ecvation arid
replacement by select compacted material, or piacinj of joolbric.
Place and compact till materials to finished surface levI, ruling should
be placed In horizontal uniform layers of about 250 - 300 min thickness
and compacted to 98% Standard dry density ratio (AS 1289 5,1.1). The
irv:e with the
placement of filling should be undertaken In
requirements of AS 3798, Level 1, ie1. 1.

•

The top 300 mm within road alignments (pavement Atibgrade lovol)
should be compacted to 100% Standard dry density rntio,

.

In allotment areas, topsoil may be spread over the urfacw to
maximum depth of 300 mm.

1822

I
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I
5.3 Pavements
I
The pavement ,ubgrade 8trength will
I

I

be variable over the qllq doliondiiigon the

materials encountered and their Insitu moisture content.

Therefore pavement designs should be based on specific Iiivtitlon or tho fiiinl
road ailgnments. However, preliminary pavement designs

11AVO

been tibuiatod

I

below, based on likely design parameters, for costing purposes. I he design Cr's

I

possibly materials from excavation in the north-western corner. iIie vaiue would

utilised

are

CBR 3% for site clays and COR 10% for Imported

50lect

filling or

require conflrmation by laboratory testing.

The following preliminary flexible pavement thIckness designs prented bAlow nre
based on procedures contained in ARRB SR 41 (Ref. 3), lIkely deign CURs and
assumed traffic loadings adopted from Wyong Shire CuurnIl Development
Specification. These thicknesses should be confirmed by spoclflc Inv4sti(IRtion 11111
are presented for economical evaluation only.

Ia1e 3 - Preliminary Pavement Thicknj.jJg
D,,ign Traflic
LoadIri
(ESA's)
1x10
Mai ri Road
3x10
Local Access
8x104
Minor Road
lxlO'
Local Aôcss

Design CR
(%)

-

10
3
10
3
10
3
10
3

We&ing
Courie

(mm)
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

Beoour8e
Lyr
(rnrn)__
150
150
120
120
110
110

lou

-

100

It should be noted that Wyong Shire Councils minimum i mqiticfleiit for
wearing courses is 25 mm of Asphaltic Concrete.

**

These total thickness are based on minimum iaier thicknuumR, not totiI
cover requirements.

oposed S bi(o, Lots 6 & ii

-

H

P9g9 120! 14
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ChemIcal and Vapour Analysis

The results of chemical analysis undertaken on a sample of soil 1mm thr ow iyIn
portion (eastern) of the site for potential acid sulphate soil coriciltlowa Indicated that
the soil is acidic which Is consistent with our experience on adjacrit Mtari. However,
our consultant advises that aithouh the sample tested Is acIcJIc, It k not a acid
sulphate material.
It should be noted that preliminary vapour analysis has failed to kientify

source of
the odour noted during the excavation of Test Pit 10. Previous experlom ice within the
R

area indlctes high iron concentrations (1.7 mg.L) In the soik, Accordingly, It is
feasible that pyrites, although not confirmed, may be present and rMctlnQ within the
slightly acidic groundwater which could be expected at the site. This rny h
responsible for the suiphurous smell encountered within Tout Pit W. Further
investigation possibly of soil trace gasses, would be required to (k1no lime cause of
the odour. However, based on the results of preliminary vapour wimlymis, in which
no methane was detected it is suggested that migrating gaes (roii time djicent tip
site may not be associated with the odour.
5.5

Site ClagslfIcatIo

Site classificatIon is an assessment of clay reactivity, in accord,ic with AS 7fi7fl 1
-1988 "Residential Slabs and Footings" Part 1 "Constructiurm', (Prt

). The
reactivity class is a function of the shrink-swell index of the $oik, Iho tlupth to rock
and drainage conditions.
Accordingly, classifIcation of residential allotments will depend ori
The extent of cutting or filling of the site,
49

'

If filled, the material used, the depth of filling and the kvel tf
supervision.

Propos.dSubdlvj.%ion, L,o(s 6 &72

COMPaction
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If not filled or cut, the reactivity of the natural 50115 withIn the zone of
seasonal moisture fluctuations,
For steep slopes, the risk of slope instability.

I
I
I

For the filled part of the site (eastern portion), provided that the fillilig Is carried out
under engineering control and compaction Is adequately vrlfled, the finiI
classification of the allotments Is likely to be M (Moderately r

rIvv) to H (Hhhly

reactive), depending on the fll$ material used. This would he (nhi(irmed by the
geotechnical testing authority (GTA) upon completion of ttii i.,10works in
accordance with Australian Standard AS 3798 - 1990 Guldelln, on I rthwork for
Commercial and Residential Developments", Level 1, Ref. 3,
The classification of the remainder (non-filled part) of the site should be undertaken

I

I

following the completion of earthworks and pavements, However, hsed on the
avallbIe information, the classification Is likely to be either S (lIcilitly rew:tive) or
M' (Moderately reactive).
5.8 DraInage

I

It should be noted that although groundwater was observed in only one test pit (Test
Pit 2), at approximately RL 0, our experience on the adjacent site, (ho oncountered

I

disused wells and the observed seepage areas, indicates that UIttlr1dwler rny
pose a construction problems and/or long difficulty for pavements and slope

I

stability, These difficulties are likely to be intermittent and assocltad with ptr lads of
Inclement weather,

I
AccordIngly, provision should be allowed Within the design for edeqitnie surface nnd
I

subsurface drainage. It Is suggested that subsoil drains be cuIttructQd with all
invert level at least 0.8 m below subgrade level to prevent moktur, ingress into
pavement materials.

I

Idp
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I

If spring activity is observed within the western slopes Ihon dop sbsir1
ace
drainage measures may be required to relieve groundwater prosuros, It may be

I
I
I
I

feasible that sower lines, Iflstlld as part of the r kin(jtiI subdivision may
Intercept and relleve groundwater. However, this aspect will ried to hm confirmed
during construction All proposed subsurface dralnsipi
houId take Into
consideration other engineered drainage works for thw sit..

Yours falthfutly,
D.J, DOUGLAS & PARTNERS PlY. LTD.

I

I
I

by:

per
fsoclate

I

SR. Jones
P;inclpal

Attachments:
General Notes,
Test Pit Report Sheets,
Laboratory Report Sheets.
Drawing No, 1,

Report on Geotechnical InvestigatIon for Proposed uhdlvisjor', of Lots 7 & 8,
DP 715317, Cobbs Road, Tuggerah - Project No, 18113 rlLlRd May, 1992.
2.

3,

4.
5,

B. Walker et.al
. "Geotachnjcai Risks A3ociated with Hillside iThVelOpIn4jnt"
Australian Geomechanics News, No, 110, December 1905, The Institution of
Engineers, Australia.
Australian Standard AS 3798 - 1990 'GuIdeIJne5 on Earthworks for
Commrciaj and Residtj5l Developmants" Standards Association of
Australia.
ARRB.SR4I - A Structural Design Guide for Fle.dbI, RøIdentII Street
Pavements Australian Road Research Board, SpecRjI Røport Na, 41, 1989,
Australian Standard AS 2870,1 - 1988 testden(iai SIub
1: Conatruon" Standards Association of AustraliEj,

nd 1 ' 00 (111gs ,

Part

PrPpos.d SU.Q'j%4/Qfl Lots'
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LOT 72 AND LOT 6
GAVENLOCK ROAD, TUGGERAH, NSW

LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THE PROPOSED EARTHWORKS
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12.

1.0

Q.QtLIi.SEDIMNTCQNTROL

Thesjgn philosophy includes the following measures which will he developed in
I consultation with Wyong Shire Council and generally in accordance with the Appendix A of
the Councils Engineering Requirements for Developments'

I•

•
I

Develop only those areas in which erosion can be efficiently conttollod.
Stage the earthworks so as to minimise the area disturbed at any one time.
Channel all site run off to temporary detention ponds or sediment traps as shown on
Drawing C.01.

Remove topsoil and stockpile at location shown on Drawing c.oi.
.Install erosion prevention measures around stockpiles.
Install silt fences, hay bale fences etc. to trap eroded material.
I
Stabilise disturbed areas as early as practical.
.Retain existing vegetation wherever possible as a means of natural sediment control,
I °
Regular maintenance of sedimentation ponds to ensure accurnult(,(1 sediment Is
removed and storage capacity is maintained.

I
2.0 EARLHWORKS
2.1

I

Removal of Topsoil

Topsoil will be stripped from those areas to be affected by earthworks, Thu rlripped topsoil
will be stockpiled in locations shown on Drawing cot
These locationa nin outside drainage
depressions The stockpiled topsoil will later be placed 00
Completed and p'epnred areas.
2.2

Earthworks Generally

The areas shown on Drawing c.oi
will be finished to the levels, with allowance for topsoil
Ireplacement without abrupt changes of slope and/or depressions which may hold surface
water. The finished surface will be free from rocks, clods and rubbish of any description.

1

2.3

Batters

The sides of cuttings sh1l be neatly trimmed to 1 in 2 maximum slope as shown on Drawing
0.01.

2.4

Earthworks Quantities and Disposal of Surplus

1

0ut of an estimated total cut of 93,000m3, it IS
estimated 75,000m 3 of low to medium
strength sandstone/slltstone will be available for on-site filling. At the time of preparing this
repod, the fill requirement for the remainder of the site Is unknown. Therefore it is proposed
to stockpile approximately 25,000m3
I
on site at location indicated on ho Drawing. The
remainder will be taken to a Council approved area.
I
Gavorilock float I, Ti ,tjurat 'I, N'3VV
Land Managernert Plan - Piptti Earthwoiks
2

Job No. 7077

•
3.0
I3.1

CONSTRUCTION CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE
General

I

The careful staging of work will be a major factor in Umiting the
project,

I

Existing native vegetation is to be retained wherever possible RIid
the establishment of
construction access tracks strictly controlled,
3.2

vrnhln1rr)tI impact of the

Vegetation Clearing

I

Prior to clearing, temporary protective fencing will be orocted to
Drawing.

I

All unwanted timber, stumps, roots and vegetation cleared from the ;itn will he rcmoved from
the site and disposed of in a lawful manner.

ArPAS

nOrninfed In the

Care will be taken to ensure that no damage is done to trees outsiulo the limits of clearing.
No growing trees will be destroyed or damaged other than those specified or indicated on
the Drawing.

I

I
3.3

Haul Road

I

it is proposed to use the existing access road for Lot 5 and Gaveniock Road. Prior
to
commencement of work, approval will be sought from the Council for usp of public roads.

Proposed Construction Plant
I

I

.

Plant proposed for the earthworks operations are:
D9 dozer
Excavator/loader
6 trucks
Water cart

3.5

Construction Methodology

I

Construction sequence is:
I

I

I
I

Site clearance.
Erection of silt fence and protective fences.
'

•

Excavation for sedimentation basin Including construction of (livoMioll drniiis
Strip and stockpile topsoil/vegetation - northern half.
Rip and push over face (Note: No blasting is proposed),
Load onto trucks.

Onvoillork 111,10 . I

Land Mnnnqement
3

PIRr1

r101 u'nçj Fn,ltiwork
Joh No 7077

06/04 '95 12:20

I

'ö'61 2 9223041

.

MPN GROUP

MPN GROUP
CONRUI 1 IPPI

' !ir%

Repeat the above steps for the southern half.
Restoration, spreading of topsoil and stabilisation of disturbed araa,

U
3.6

Environmental Control

In addition to complying with Council requirements regarding ernilon and siltation, other
environmental controls will be strictly enforced to keep the noise and (Just levels within the
statutorymIts. Regular maintenance of all environmental control wollm will be undertaken
to satisfy Council requirements.

3.7

Congtructlon Programme

Basedon satisfying requirements under Clause 2.17 of tii
(o,ncil Engineerinq
Requirements for Development and 80 truck movements per day, thp prlhwork3 operations
is estimated to take approximately 13 weeks.

Gavonlock Road, luggorah, NSW
Land Manaciernent Plan - Prrnned FnrThwnrk

I
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APPENDIX 4
FLORA SPECIES LIST
Eucalyptus amplifolla Cabbage Gum
Eucalyptus maculata Spotted Gum

I
Eucalyptus pilularis Blackbutt

I

Angophora floribunda Rough-barked Apple
Allocasuarina torulosa Forest Oak

I

I

Cinnamonum camphora Camphor Laurel (exotic)
Glochidion feminandil Cheese Tree
Syncarpia glomuilfera Turpentine
Acacia Ion gifolia Coastal Wattle

I

I

Breynia oblongifolla Dwarf's Apples
Persoonia linearis Narrow-leaf Geebung
Persoonia levis Broad-leaf Geebung

I

Helich,ysum diosmifolium White Dogwood
Hibbertia scandens Twinning Guinea Flower

I

Hibbertia dentata Trailing Guinea Flower
Dianella caerulea Blue Flax Lily

I

Lomandra Jon gifolia Matt Rush
Geitono p/es/urn cymosurn Scrambling Lily
Eustrephus latifolius Wombat Berry

I

Clematis aristata Clematis
Billardieria scandens Appleberi-y

I

Kenned/a rubicunda Dusky Coral Pea
Hardenbergia violacea False Sarsaparilla

I

Gornphocarpus fruticosus Cotton Bush (exotic)
Cortaderia selloana Pampus Grass (exotic)

I

I

B/dens piosa Cobblers Peg
Senecio sp Fireweed

APPENDIX 4 CONT.

Rubus sp Blackberry (exotic)
Gymnostachys anceps Settler's Flax
Polyscias sambucifolius Elderberry Panax
Lantana camara Lantana (exotic)
Adiantum sp Maidenhair Fern
Blechnum cartilagineum Blechnum Fern
Asplenium flabellifolium Necklace Fern
Pe/Iaea paradoxa Fern
Ptendium esculentum Bracken Fern
Sida rhombifolia Paddy's Lucerne (exotic)
Vicia sativa Vetch (exotic)
Plectranthus patviflorus Cockspur Flower
Phytolacca octandra lnkweed (exotic)
Andropogon virginicus Whisky Grass (exotic)
Phyllostachys aurea Bamboo (exotic)
Bnza minor Shivery Grass (exotic)
lmperata cylindrica Blady Grass
Themeda australis Kangaroo Grass

Woodbury Park Estates EIS Gavenlock Rd
Andrews.NeiI

Page 36
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APPENDIX 5
FAUNA SPECIES LIST

Birds
Australian Raven Corvus coronoides
Eastern Roseila Platycercus eximius
Rainbow Lorikeet Trichoglossus haematodus
Noisy Miner Manonna melanocephala
Yellow-faced Honeyeater Uchenostomus chrysops
Spotted Pardalote Pardalotus punctatus
Eastern Yellow Robin Eopsaltria austtlis
Brown Thombill Acanthiza pusilla
Grey Butcherbird Cracticus torquatus
Australian Magpie Gymnohina tibecen
Welcome Swallow Hirundo neoxens
Eastern Silvereye Zosterops Iateralis
White Ibis Threskiomis aethiopica
Straw-necked Ibis Threskiomis spinicollis
Little Eagle Hieraaetus morphnoides
Mammals
European Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus (exotic)
Brush-tailed Possum Trishosurus vulpecula (scats only)
Amphibians
Common Froglett Ran/della signifera
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